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Figure 1: The three stage compression pipeline: pruning, quantization and Huffman coding. Pruning
reduces the number of weights by 10⇥, while quantization further improves the compression rate:
between 27⇥ and 31⇥. Huffman coding gives more compression: between 35⇥ and 49⇥. The
compression rate already included the meta-data for sparse representation. The compression scheme
doesn’t incur any accuracy loss.

features such as better privacy, less network bandwidth and real time processing, the large storage
overhead prevents deep neural networks from being incorporated into mobile apps.

The second issue is energy consumption. Running large neural networks require a lot of memory
bandwidth to fetch the weights and a lot of computation to do dot products— which in turn consumes
considerable energy. Mobile devices are battery constrained, making power hungry applications such
as deep neural networks hard to deploy.

Energy consumption is dominated by memory access. Under 45nm CMOS technology, a 32 bit
floating point add consumes 0.9pJ, a 32bit SRAM cache access takes 5pJ, while a 32bit DRAM
memory access takes 640pJ, which is 3 orders of magnitude of an add operation. Large networks
do not fit in on-chip storage and hence require the more costly DRAM accesses. Running a 1 billion
connection neural network, for example, at 20fps would require (20Hz)(1G)(640pJ) = 12.8W just
for DRAM access - well beyond the power envelope of a typical mobile device.

Our goal is to reduce the storage and energy required to run inference on such large networks so they
can be deployed on mobile devices. To achieve this goal, we present “deep compression”: a three-
stage pipeline (Figure 1) to reduce the storage required by neural network in a manner that preserves
the original accuracy. First, we prune the networking by removing the redundant connections, keeping
only the most informative connections. Next, the weights are quantized so that multiple connections
share the same weight, thus only the codebook (effective weights) and the indices need to be stored.
Finally, we apply Huffman coding to take advantage of the biased distribution of effective weights.

Our main insight is that, pruning and trained quantization are able to compress the network without
interfering each other, thus lead to surprisingly high compression rate. It makes the required storage
so small (a few megabytes) that all weights can be cached on chip instead of going to off-chip DRAM
which is energy consuming. Based on “deep compression”, the EIE hardware accelerator Han et al.
(2016) was later proposed that works on the compressed model, achieving significant speedup and
energy efficiency improvement.

2 NETWORK PRUNING

Network pruning has been widely studied to compress CNN models. In early work, network pruning
proved to be a valid way to reduce the network complexity and over-fitting (LeCun et al., 1989;
Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Hassibi et al., 1993; Ström, 1997). Recently Han et al. (2015) pruned state-
of-the-art CNN models with no loss of accuracy. We build on top of that approach. As shown on
the left side of Figure 1, we start by learning the connectivity via normal network training. Next, we
prune the small-weight connections: all connections with weights below a threshold are removed
from the network. Finally, we retrain the network to learn the final weights for the remaining sparse
connections. Pruning reduced the number of parameters by 9⇥ and 13⇥ for AlexNet and VGG-16
model.
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Figure 1: The three stage compression pipeline: pruning, quantization and Huffman coding. Pruning
reduces the number of weights by 10⇥, while quantization further improves the compression rate:
between 27⇥ and 31⇥. Huffman coding gives more compression: between 35⇥ and 49⇥. The
compression rate already included the meta-data for sparse representation. The compression scheme
doesn’t incur any accuracy loss.

features such as better privacy, less network bandwidth and real time processing, the large storage
overhead prevents deep neural networks from being incorporated into mobile apps.

The second issue is energy consumption. Running large neural networks require a lot of memory
bandwidth to fetch the weights and a lot of computation to do dot products— which in turn consumes
considerable energy. Mobile devices are battery constrained, making power hungry applications such
as deep neural networks hard to deploy.

Energy consumption is dominated by memory access. Under 45nm CMOS technology, a 32 bit
floating point add consumes 0.9pJ, a 32bit SRAM cache access takes 5pJ, while a 32bit DRAM
memory access takes 640pJ, which is 3 orders of magnitude of an add operation. Large networks
do not fit in on-chip storage and hence require the more costly DRAM accesses. Running a 1 billion
connection neural network, for example, at 20fps would require (20Hz)(1G)(640pJ) = 12.8W just
for DRAM access - well beyond the power envelope of a typical mobile device.

Our goal is to reduce the storage and energy required to run inference on such large networks so they
can be deployed on mobile devices. To achieve this goal, we present “deep compression”: a three-
stage pipeline (Figure 1) to reduce the storage required by neural network in a manner that preserves
the original accuracy. First, we prune the networking by removing the redundant connections, keeping
only the most informative connections. Next, the weights are quantized so that multiple connections
share the same weight, thus only the codebook (effective weights) and the indices need to be stored.
Finally, we apply Huffman coding to take advantage of the biased distribution of effective weights.

Our main insight is that, pruning and trained quantization are able to compress the network without
interfering each other, thus lead to surprisingly high compression rate. It makes the required storage
so small (a few megabytes) that all weights can be cached on chip instead of going to off-chip DRAM
which is energy consuming. Based on “deep compression”, the EIE hardware accelerator Han et al.
(2016) was later proposed that works on the compressed model, achieving significant speedup and
energy efficiency improvement.

2 NETWORK PRUNING

Network pruning has been widely studied to compress CNN models. In early work, network pruning
proved to be a valid way to reduce the network complexity and over-fitting (LeCun et al., 1989;
Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Hassibi et al., 1993; Ström, 1997). Recently Han et al. (2015) pruned state-
of-the-art CNN models with no loss of accuracy. We build on top of that approach. As shown on
the left side of Figure 1, we start by learning the connectivity via normal network training. Next, we
prune the small-weight connections: all connections with weights below a threshold are removed
from the network. Finally, we retrain the network to learn the final weights for the remaining sparse
connections. Pruning reduced the number of parameters by 9⇥ and 13⇥ for AlexNet and VGG-16
model.
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Figure 1: The three stage compression pipeline: pruning, quantization and Huffman coding. Pruning
reduces the number of weights by 10⇥, while quantization further improves the compression rate:
between 27⇥ and 31⇥. Huffman coding gives more compression: between 35⇥ and 49⇥. The
compression rate already included the meta-data for sparse representation. The compression scheme
doesn’t incur any accuracy loss.

features such as better privacy, less network bandwidth and real time processing, the large storage
overhead prevents deep neural networks from being incorporated into mobile apps.

The second issue is energy consumption. Running large neural networks require a lot of memory
bandwidth to fetch the weights and a lot of computation to do dot products— which in turn consumes
considerable energy. Mobile devices are battery constrained, making power hungry applications such
as deep neural networks hard to deploy.

Energy consumption is dominated by memory access. Under 45nm CMOS technology, a 32 bit
floating point add consumes 0.9pJ, a 32bit SRAM cache access takes 5pJ, while a 32bit DRAM
memory access takes 640pJ, which is 3 orders of magnitude of an add operation. Large networks
do not fit in on-chip storage and hence require the more costly DRAM accesses. Running a 1 billion
connection neural network, for example, at 20fps would require (20Hz)(1G)(640pJ) = 12.8W just
for DRAM access - well beyond the power envelope of a typical mobile device.

Our goal is to reduce the storage and energy required to run inference on such large networks so they
can be deployed on mobile devices. To achieve this goal, we present “deep compression”: a three-
stage pipeline (Figure 1) to reduce the storage required by neural network in a manner that preserves
the original accuracy. First, we prune the networking by removing the redundant connections, keeping
only the most informative connections. Next, the weights are quantized so that multiple connections
share the same weight, thus only the codebook (effective weights) and the indices need to be stored.
Finally, we apply Huffman coding to take advantage of the biased distribution of effective weights.

Our main insight is that, pruning and trained quantization are able to compress the network without
interfering each other, thus lead to surprisingly high compression rate. It makes the required storage
so small (a few megabytes) that all weights can be cached on chip instead of going to off-chip DRAM
which is energy consuming. Based on “deep compression”, the EIE hardware accelerator Han et al.
(2016) was later proposed that works on the compressed model, achieving significant speedup and
energy efficiency improvement.

2 NETWORK PRUNING

Network pruning has been widely studied to compress CNN models. In early work, network pruning
proved to be a valid way to reduce the network complexity and over-fitting (LeCun et al., 1989;
Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Hassibi et al., 1993; Ström, 1997). Recently Han et al. (2015) pruned state-
of-the-art CNN models with no loss of accuracy. We build on top of that approach. As shown on
the left side of Figure 1, we start by learning the connectivity via normal network training. Next, we
prune the small-weight connections: all connections with weights below a threshold are removed
from the network. Finally, we retrain the network to learn the final weights for the remaining sparse
connections. Pruning reduced the number of parameters by 9⇥ and 13⇥ for AlexNet and VGG-16
model.
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Figure 1: The three stage compression pipeline: pruning, quantization and Huffman coding. Pruning
reduces the number of weights by 10⇥, while quantization further improves the compression rate:
between 27⇥ and 31⇥. Huffman coding gives more compression: between 35⇥ and 49⇥. The
compression rate already included the meta-data for sparse representation. The compression scheme
doesn’t incur any accuracy loss.

features such as better privacy, less network bandwidth and real time processing, the large storage
overhead prevents deep neural networks from being incorporated into mobile apps.

The second issue is energy consumption. Running large neural networks require a lot of memory
bandwidth to fetch the weights and a lot of computation to do dot products— which in turn consumes
considerable energy. Mobile devices are battery constrained, making power hungry applications such
as deep neural networks hard to deploy.

Energy consumption is dominated by memory access. Under 45nm CMOS technology, a 32 bit
floating point add consumes 0.9pJ, a 32bit SRAM cache access takes 5pJ, while a 32bit DRAM
memory access takes 640pJ, which is 3 orders of magnitude of an add operation. Large networks
do not fit in on-chip storage and hence require the more costly DRAM accesses. Running a 1 billion
connection neural network, for example, at 20fps would require (20Hz)(1G)(640pJ) = 12.8W just
for DRAM access - well beyond the power envelope of a typical mobile device.

Our goal is to reduce the storage and energy required to run inference on such large networks so they
can be deployed on mobile devices. To achieve this goal, we present “deep compression”: a three-
stage pipeline (Figure 1) to reduce the storage required by neural network in a manner that preserves
the original accuracy. First, we prune the networking by removing the redundant connections, keeping
only the most informative connections. Next, the weights are quantized so that multiple connections
share the same weight, thus only the codebook (effective weights) and the indices need to be stored.
Finally, we apply Huffman coding to take advantage of the biased distribution of effective weights.

Our main insight is that, pruning and trained quantization are able to compress the network without
interfering each other, thus lead to surprisingly high compression rate. It makes the required storage
so small (a few megabytes) that all weights can be cached on chip instead of going to off-chip DRAM
which is energy consuming. Based on “deep compression”, the EIE hardware accelerator Han et al.
(2016) was later proposed that works on the compressed model, achieving significant speedup and
energy efficiency improvement.

2 NETWORK PRUNING

Network pruning has been widely studied to compress CNN models. In early work, network pruning
proved to be a valid way to reduce the network complexity and over-fitting (LeCun et al., 1989;
Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Hassibi et al., 1993; Ström, 1997). Recently Han et al. (2015) pruned state-
of-the-art CNN models with no loss of accuracy. We build on top of that approach. As shown on
the left side of Figure 1, we start by learning the connectivity via normal network training. Next, we
prune the small-weight connections: all connections with weights below a threshold are removed
from the network. Finally, we retrain the network to learn the final weights for the remaining sparse
connections. Pruning reduced the number of parameters by 9⇥ and 13⇥ for AlexNet and VGG-16
model.
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Table 1: The compression pipeline can save 35⇥ to 49⇥ parameter storage with no loss of accuracy.

Network Top-1 Error Top-5 Error Parameters Compress
Rate

LeNet-300-100 Ref 1.64% - 1070 KB
LeNet-300-100 Compressed 1.58% - 27 KB 40⇥
LeNet-5 Ref 0.80% - 1720 KB
LeNet-5 Compressed 0.74% - 44 KB 39⇥
AlexNet Ref 42.78% 19.73% 240 MB
AlexNet Compressed 42.78% 19.70% 6.9 MB 35⇥
VGG-16 Ref 31.50% 11.32% 552 MB
VGG-16 Compressed 31.17% 10.91% 11.3 MB 49⇥

Table 2: Compression statistics for LeNet-300-100. P: pruning, Q:quantization, H:Huffman coding.

Layer #Weights Weights%
(P)

Weight
bits
(P+Q)

Weight
bits
(P+Q+H)

Index
bits
(P+Q)

Index
bits
(P+Q+H)

Compress
rate
(P+Q)

Compress
rate
(P+Q+H)

ip1 235K 8% 6 4.4 5 3.7 3.1% 2.32%
ip2 30K 9% 6 4.4 5 4.3 3.8% 3.04%
ip3 1K 26% 6 4.3 5 3.2 15.7% 12.70%
Total 266K 8%(12⇥) 6 5.1 5 3.7 3.1% (32⇥) 2.49% (40⇥)

Table 3: Compression statistics for LeNet-5. P: pruning, Q:quantization, H:Huffman coding.

Layer #Weights Weights%
(P)

Weight
bits
(P+Q)

Weight
bits
(P+Q+H)

Index
bits
(P+Q)

Index
bits
(P+Q+H)

Compress
rate
(P+Q)

Compress
rate
(P+Q+H)

conv1 0.5K 66% 8 7.2 5 1.5 78.5% 67.45%
conv2 25K 12% 8 7.2 5 3.9 6.0% 5.28%
ip1 400K 8% 5 4.5 5 4.5 2.7% 2.45%
ip2 5K 19% 5 5.2 5 3.7 6.9% 6.13%
Total 431K 8%(12⇥) 5.3 4.1 5 4.4 3.05% (33⇥) 2.55% (39⇥)

neurons each, which achieves 1.6% error rate on Mnist. LeNet-5 is a convolutional network that
has two convolutional layers and two fully connected layers, which achieves 0.8% error rate on
Mnist. Table 2 and table 3 show the statistics of the compression pipeline. The compression rate
includes the overhead of the codebook and sparse indexes. Most of the saving comes from pruning
and quantization (compressed 32⇥), while Huffman coding gives a marginal gain (compressed 40⇥)

5.2 ALEXNET ON IMAGENET

We further examine the performance of Deep Compression on the ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 dataset,
which has 1.2M training examples and 50k validation examples. We use the AlexNet Caffe model as
the reference model, which has 61 million parameters and achieved a top-1 accuracy of 57.2% and a
top-5 accuracy of 80.3%. Table 4 shows that AlexNet can be compressed to 2.88% of its original size
without impacting accuracy. There are 256 shared weights in each CONV layer, which are encoded
with 8 bits, and 32 shared weights in each FC layer, which are encoded with only 5 bits. The relative
sparse index is encoded with 4 bits. Huffman coding compressed additional 22%, resulting in 35⇥
compression in total.

5.3 VGG-16 ON IMAGENET

With promising results on AlexNet, we also looked at a larger, more recent network, VGG-16 (Si-
monyan & Zisserman, 2014), on the same ILSVRC-2012 dataset. VGG-16 has far more convolutional
layers but still only three fully-connected layers. Following a similar methodology, we aggressively
compressed both convolutional and fully-connected layers to realize a significant reduction in the
number of effective weights, shown in Table5.

The VGG16 network as a whole has been compressed by 49⇥. Weights in the CONV layers are
represented with 8 bits, and FC layers use 5 bits, which does not impact the accuracy. The two largest
fully-connected layers can each be pruned to less than 1.6% of their original size. This reduction
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis
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Lottery Ticket Hypothesis (LTH)
Frankle, Carbin, ICLR 2019       

“there exist sparse subnets at init trainable to full accuracy”

re-train



Identifying wining tickets (Iterative Magnitude Pruning [IMP]):
1. Randomly initialize weights
2. Train for small number of iterations
3. Prune p% of weights
4. Rollback remaining weights, re-train to full accuracy
5. (Sometimes) GOTO 3

win lottery train

Frankle, Carbin, ICLR 2019       

“there exist sparse subnetworks at init that can be trained to full accuracy”

If true, kinda big deal!
We can avoid pruning/retraining cycle

Q: How do you win the lottery??

note: winning the lottery does 
not come for free

Lottery Ticket Hypothesis (LTH)
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Figure 1: The iteration at which early-stopping would occur (left) and the test accuracy at that iteration
(right) of the Lenet architecture for MNIST and the Conv-2, Conv-4, and Conv-6 architectures for
CIFAR10 (see Figure 2) when trained starting at various sizes. Dashed lines are randomly sampled
sparse networks (average of ten trials). Solid lines are winning tickets (average of five trials).

In this paper, we show that there consistently exist smaller subnetworks that train from the start and
learn at least as fast as their larger counterparts while reaching similar test accuracy. Solid lines in
Figure 1 show networks that we find. Based on these results, we state the lottery ticket hypothesis.
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis. A randomly-initialized, dense neural network contains a subnet-
work that is initialized such that—when trained in isolation—it can match the test accuracy of the
original network after training for at most the same number of iterations.

More formally, consider a dense feed-forward neural network f(x; ✓) with initial parameters ✓ =
✓0 ⇠ D✓. When optimizing with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) on a training set, f reaches
minimum validation loss l at iteration j with test accuracy a . In addition, consider training f(x;m�✓)
with a mask m 2 {0, 1}|✓| on its parameters such that its initialization is m� ✓0. When optimizing
with SGD on the same training set (with m fixed), f reaches minimum validation loss l0 at iteration j0

with test accuracy a0. The lottery ticket hypothesis predicts that 9m for which j0  j (commensurate
training time), a0 � a (commensurate accuracy), and kmk0 ⌧ |✓| (fewer parameters).

We find that a standard pruning technique automatically uncovers such trainable subnetworks from
fully-connected and convolutional feed-forward networks. We designate these trainable subnetworks,
f(x;m � ✓0), winning tickets, since those that we find have won the initialization lottery with a
combination of weights and connections capable of learning. When their parameters are randomly
reinitialized (f(x;m� ✓00) where ✓00 ⇠ D✓), our winning tickets no longer match the performance of
the original network, offering evidence that these smaller networks do not train effectively unless
they are appropriately initialized.

Identifying winning tickets. We identify a winning ticket by training a network and pruning its
smallest-magnitude weights. The remaining, unpruned connections constitute the architecture of the
winning ticket. Unique to our work, each unpruned connection’s value is then reset to its initialization
from original network before it was trained. This forms our central experiment:

1. Randomly initialize a neural network f(x; ✓0) (where ✓0 ⇠ D✓).
2. Train the network for j iterations, arriving at parameters ✓j .
3. Prune p% of the parameters in ✓j , creating a mask m.
4. Reset the remaining parameters to their values in ✓0, creating the winning ticket f(x;m�✓0).

As described, this pruning approach is one-shot: the network is trained once, p% of weights are
pruned, and the surviving weights are reset. However, in this paper, we focus on iterative pruning,
which repeatedly trains, prunes, and resets the network over n rounds; each round prunes p 1

n% of the
weights that survive the previous round. Our results show that iterative pruning finds winning tickets
that match the accuracy of the original network at smaller sizes than does one-shot pruning.

Results. We identify winning tickets in a fully-connected architecture for MNIST and convolutional
architectures for CIFAR10 across several optimization strategies (SGD, momentum, and Adam) with
techniques like dropout, weight decay, batchnorm, and residual connections. We use an unstructured
pruning technique, so these winning tickets are sparse. In deeper networks, our pruning-based strategy
for finding winning tickets is sensitive to the learning rate: it requires warmup to find winning tickets
at higher learning rates. The winning tickets we find are 10-20% (or less) of the size of the original

2

SGD on random 
sparse nets

SGD on lottery 
tickets
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(a) Early-stopping iteration and accuracy for all pruning methods.

(b) Accuracy at end of training. (c) Early-stopping iteration and accuracy for one-shot pruning.

Figure 4: Early-stopping iteration and accuracy of Lenet under one-shot and iterative pruning.
Average of five trials; error bars for the minimum and maximum values. At iteration 50,000, training
accuracy ⇡ 100% for Pm � 2% for iterative winning tickets (see Appendix D, Figure 12).

4b therefore shows that the winning tickets generalize substantially better than when randomly
reinitialized. This experiment supports the lottery ticket hypothesis’ emphasis on initialization:
the original initialization withstands and benefits from pruning, while the random reinitialization’s
performance immediately suffers and diminishes steadily.

One-shot pruning. Although iterative pruning extracts smaller winning tickets, repeated training
means they are costly to find. One-shot pruning makes it possible to identify winning tickets
without this repeated training. Figure 4c shows the results of one-shot pruning (green) and randomly
reinitializing (red); one-shot pruning does indeed find winning tickets. When 67.5% � Pm � 17.6%,
the average winning tickets reach minimum validation accuracy earlier than the original network.
When 95.0% � Pm � 5.17%, test accuracy is higher than the original network. However, iteratively-
pruned winning tickets learn faster and reach higher test accuracy at smaller network sizes. The
green and red lines in Figure 4c are reproduced on the logarithmic axes of Figure 4a, making this
performance gap clear. Since our goal is to identify the smallest possible winning tickets, we focus
on iterative pruning throughout the rest of the paper.

3 WINNING TICKETS IN CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS

Here, we apply the lottery ticket hypothesis to convolutional networks on CIFAR10, increasing
both the complexity of the learning problem and the size of the networks. We consider the Conv-2,
Conv-4, and Conv-6 architectures in Figure 2, which are scaled-down variants of the VGG (Simonyan
& Zisserman, 2014) family. The networks have two, four, or six convolutional layers followed by
two fully-connected layers; max-pooling occurs after every two convolutional layers. The networks
cover a range from near-fully-connected to traditional convolutional networks, with less than 1% of
parameters in convolutional layers in Conv-2 to nearly two thirds in Conv-6.3

Finding winning tickets. The solid lines in Figure 5 (top) show the iterative lottery ticket experiment
on Conv-2 (blue), Conv-4 (orange), and Conv-6 (green) at the per-layer pruning rates from Figure 2.
The pattern from Lenet in Section 2 repeats: as the network is pruned, it learns faster and test accuracy
rises as compared to the original network. In this case, the results are more pronounced. Winning

3Appendix H explores other hyperparameters, including learning rates, optimization strategies (SGD, mo-
mentum), and the relative rates at which to prune convolutional and fully-connected layers.
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Abstract

In natural language processing (NLP), enormous pre-trained models like BERT
have become the standard starting point for training on a range of downstream
tasks, and similar trends are emerging in other areas of deep learning. In parallel,
work on the lottery ticket hypothesis has shown that models for NLP and computer
vision contain smaller matching subnetworks capable of training in isolation to
full accuracy and transferring to other tasks. In this work, we combine these
observations to assess whether such trainable, transferrable subnetworks exist
in pre-trained BERT models. For a range of downstream tasks, we indeed find
matching subnetworks at 40% to 90% sparsity. We find these subnetworks at
(pre-trained) initialization, a deviation from prior NLP research where they emerge
only after some amount of training. Subnetworks found on the masked language
modeling task (the same task used to pre-train the model) transfer universally;
those found on other tasks transfer in a limited fashion if at all. As large-scale
pre-training becomes an increasingly central paradigm in deep learning, our results
demonstrate that the main lottery ticket observations remain relevant in this context.
Codes available at https://github.com/VITA-Group/BERT-Tickets.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the machine learning research community has devoted substantial energy to scaling
neural networks to enormous sizes. Parameter-counts are frequently measured in billions rather than
millions [1–3], with the time and financial outlay necessary to train these models growing in concert
[4]. These trends have been especially pronounced in natural language processing (NLP), where
massive BERT models—built on the Transformer architecture [5] and pre-trained in a self-supervised
fashion—have become the standard starting point for a variety of downstream tasks [6, 7]. Self-
supervised pre-training is also growing in popularity in computer vision [8, 9], suggesting it may
again become a standard practice across deep learning as it was in the past [10].

In parallel to this race for ever-larger models, an emerging subfield has explored the prospect of
training smaller subnetworks in place of the full models without sacrificing performance [11–16]. For
example, work on the lottery ticket hypothesis (LTH) [16] demonstrated that small-scale networks
for computer vision contain sparse, matching subnetworks [17] capable of training in isolation from
initialization to full accuracy. In other words, we could have trained smaller networks from the start
if only we had known which subnetworks to choose. Within the growing body of work on the lottery
ticket hypothesis, two key themes have emerged:

Initialization via pre-training. In larger-scale settings for computer vision and natural language
processing [17–19], the lottery ticket methodology can only find matching subnetworks at an early
point in training rather than at random initialization. Prior to this point, these subnetworks perform
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DRAWING EARLY-BIRD TICKETS: TOWARDS MORE EF-
FICIENT TRAINING OF DEEP NETWORKS
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ABSTRACT
(Frankle & Carbin, 2019) shows that there exist winning tickets (small but crit-
ical subnetworks) for dense, randomly initialized networks, that can be trained
alone to achieve a comparable accuracy to the latter in a similar number of it-
erations. However, the identification of these winning tickets still requires the
costly train-prune-retrain process, limiting their practical benefits. In this paper,
we discover for the first time that the winning tickets can be identified at a
very early training stage, which we term as Early-Bird (EB) tickets, via low-
cost training schemes (e.g., early stopping and low-precision training) at large
learning rates. Our finding on the existence of EB tickets is consistent with re-
cently reported observations that the key connectivity patterns of neural networks
emerge early. Furthermore, we propose a mask distance metric that can be used
to identify EB tickets with a low computational overhead, without needing to
know the true winning tickets that emerge after the full training. Finally, we
leverage the existence of EB tickets and the proposed mask distance to develop
efficient training methods, which are achieved by first identifying EB tickets via
low-cost schemes, and then continuing to train merely the EB tickets towards the
target accuracy. Experiments based on various deep networks and datasets val-
idate: 1) the existence of EB tickets and the effectiveness of mask distance in
efficiently identifying them; and 2) that the proposed efficient training via EB
tickets can achieve up to 5.8✓ ⇥ 10.7✓ energy savings while maintaining com-
parable or even better accuracy as compared to the most competitive state-of-
the-art training methods, demonstrating a promising and easily adopted method
for tackling the often cost-prohibitive deep network training. Codes available at
https://github.com/RICE-EIC/Early-Bird-Tickets

1 INTRODUCTION
The recent record-breaking predictive performance achieved by deep neural networks (DNNs) mo-
tivates a tremendously growing demand to bring DNN-powered intelligence into numerous appli-
cations (Xu et al., 2020). However, the excellent performance of modern DNNs comes at an often
prohibitive training cost due to the required vast volume of training data and model parameters. As
an illustrative example of the computational complexity of DNN training, one forward pass of the
ResNet50 (He et al., 2016a) model requires 4 GFLOPs (FLOPs: floating point operations) of com-
putations and training requires 1018 FLOPs, which takes 14 days on one state-of-the-art NVIDIA
M40 GPU (You et al., 2018). As a result, training a state-of-the-art DNN model often demands
considerable energy, along with the associated financial and environmental costs. For example, a
recent report shows that training a single DNN can cost over $10K US dollars and emit as much
carbon as five cars in their lifetimes (Strubell et al., 2019), limiting the rapid development of DNN
innovations and raising various environmental concerns.

The recent trends of improving DNN efficiency mostly focus on compressing models and acceler-
ating inference. An empirically adopted practice is the so-called progressive pruning and training

òCorrespondence should be addressed to: Zhangyang Wang and Yingyan Lin.
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PUFFERFISH: COMMUNICATION-EFFICIENT MODELS AT NO EXTRA COST

Hongyi Wang, 1 Saurabh Agarwal, 1 Dimitris Papailiopoulos 2

ABSTRACT
To mitigate communication overheads in distributed model training, several studies propose the use of compressed
stochastic gradients, usually achieved by sparsification or quantization. Such techniques achieve high compression
ratios, but in many cases incur either significant computational overheads or some accuracy loss. In this work, we
present PUFFERFISH, a communication and computation efficient distributed training framework that incorporates
the gradient compression into the model training process via training low-rank, pre-factorized deep networks.
PUFFERFISH not only reduces communication, but also completely bypasses any computation overheads related
to compression, and achieves the same accuracy as state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf deep models. PUFFERFISH can
be directly integrated into current deep learning frameworks with minimum implementation modification. Our
extensive experiments over real distributed setups, across a variety of large-scale machine learning tasks, indicate
that PUFFERFISH achieves up to 1.64⇥ end-to-end speedup over the latest distributed training API in PyTorch
without accuracy loss. Compared to the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis models, PUFFERFISH leads to equally accurate,
small-parameter models while avoiding the burden of “winning the lottery”. PUFFERFISH also leads to more
accurate and smaller models than SOTA structured model pruning methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Distributed model training plays a key role in the success
of modern machine learning systems. Data parallel training,
a popular variant of distributed training, has demonstrated
massive speedups in real-world machine learning applica-
tions and systems (Li et al., 2014; Dean et al., 2012; Chen
et al., 2016a). Several machine learning frameworks such as
TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) and PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2019) come with distributed implementations of popular
training algorithms, such as mini-batch SGD. However, the
empirical speed-ups offered by distributed training, often
fall short of a best-case linear scaling. It is now widely
acknowledged that communication overheads are one of
the key sources of this saturation phenomenon (Dean et al.,
2012; Seide et al., 2014; Strom, 2015; Qi et al., 2017; Grubic
et al., 2018).

Communication bottlenecks are attributed to frequent gra-
dient updates, transmitted across compute nodes. As the
number of parameters in state-of-the-art (SOTA) deep mod-
els scales to hundreds of billions, the size of communicated
gradients scales proportionally (He et al., 2016; Huang et al.,
2017; Devlin et al., 2018; 2019; Brown et al., 2020). To

1Department of Computer Sciences, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 2Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Correspondence to: Hongyi
Wang <hongyiwang@cs.wisc.edu>.

Proceedings of the 4 th MLSys Conference, San Jose, CA, USA,
2021. Copyright 2021 by the author(s).

reduce the cost of communicating model updates, recent
studies propose compressed versions of the computed gra-
dients. A large number of recent studies revisited the idea
of low-precision training as a means to reduce communica-
tion (Seide et al., 2014; De Sa et al., 2015; Alistarh et al.,
2017; Zhou et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017;
De Sa et al., 2017; 2018; Bernstein et al., 2018a; Konečnỳ
et al., 2016). Other approaches for low-communication
training focus on sparsification of gradients, either by thresh-
olding small entries or by random sampling (Strom, 2015;
Mania et al., 2015; Suresh et al., 2016; Leblond et al., 2016;
Aji & Heafield, 2017; Konečnỳ & Richtárik, 2016; Lin et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2017; Renggli et al., 2018; Tsuzuku et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018; Vogels et al., 2019).

However, the proposed communication-efficient training
techniques via gradient compression usually suffer from
some of the following drawbacks: (i) The computation
cost for gradient compression (e.g., sparsification or quanti-
zation) can be high. For instance, ATOMO (Wang et al.,
2018) requires to compute gradient factorizations using
SVD for every single batch, which can be computation-
ally expensive for large-scale models. (ii) Existing gradient
compression methods either do not fully utilize the full
gradients (Alistarh et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2017; Bern-
stein et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2018) or require additional
memory. For example, the “error feedback” scheme (Seide
et al., 2014; Stich et al., 2018; Karimireddy et al., 2019)
utilizes stale gradients aggregated in memory for future
iterations, but requires storing additional information pro-
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One ticket to win them all: generalizing lottery ticket
initializations across datasets and optimizers
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Abstract

The success of lottery ticket initializations [7] suggests that small, sparsified net-
works can be trained so long as the network is initialized appropriately. Unfortu-
nately, finding these “winning ticket” initializations is computationally expensive.
One potential solution is to reuse the same winning tickets across a variety of
datasets and optimizers. However, the generality of winning ticket initializations
remains unclear. Here, we attempt to answer this question by generating winning
tickets for one training configuration (optimizer and dataset) and evaluating their
performance on another configuration. Perhaps surprisingly, we found that, within
the natural images domain, winning ticket initializations generalized across a vari-
ety of datasets, including Fashion MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10/100, ImageNet, and
Places365, often achieving performance close to that of winning tickets generated
on the same dataset. Moreover, winning tickets generated using larger datasets
consistently transferred better than those generated using smaller datasets. We also
found that winning ticket initializations generalize across optimizers with high
performance. These results suggest that winning ticket initializations generated
by sufficiently large datasets contain inductive biases generic to neural networks
more broadly which improve training across many settings and provide hope for
the development of better initialization methods.

1 Introduction

The recently proposed lottery ticket hypothesis [7, 8] argues that the initialization of over-
parameterized neural networks contains much smaller sub-network initializations, which, when
trained in isolation, reach similar performance as the full network. The presence of these “lucky”
sub-network initializations has several intriguing implications. First, it suggests that the most com-
monly used initialization schemes, which have primarily been discovered heuristically [10, 14], are
sub-optimal and have significant room to improve. This is consistent with work which suggests that
theoretically-grounded initialization schemes can enable the training of extremely deep networks
with hundreds of layers [13, 27, 29, 33, 35]. Second, it suggests that over-parameterization is not
necessary during the course of training as has been argued previously [1, 2, 5, 6, 24, 25], but rather
over-parameterization is merely necessary to find a “good” initialization of an appropriately parame-
terized network. If this hypothesis is true, it indicates that by training and performing inference in
networks which are 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than necessary, we are wasting large amounts of

⇤To whom correspondence should be addressed
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9 Rigging the Lottery: 
Making All Tickets Winners 

Utku Evci 1 Trevor Gale 1 Jacob Menick 2 Pablo Samuel Castro 1 Erich Elsen 2 

Abstract 
Many applications require sparse neural networks 
due to space or inference time restrictions. There 
is a large body of work on training dense networks 
to yield sparse networks for inference, but this lim-
its the size of the largest trainable sparse model to 
that of the largest trainable dense model. In this 
paper we introduce a method to train sparse neural 
networks with a fixed parameter count and a fixed 
computational cost throughout training, without 
sacrificing accuracy relative to existing dense-to-
sparse training methods. Our method updates the 
topology of the sparse network during training by 
using parameter magnitudes and infrequent gra-
dient calculations. We show that this approach 
requires fewer floating-point operations (FLOPs) 
to achieve a given level of accuracy compared to 
prior techniques. We demonstrate state-of-the-art 
sparse training results on a variety of networks 
and datasets, including ResNet-50, MobileNets on 
Imagenet-2012, and RNNs on WikiText-103. Fi-
nally, we provide some insights into why allowing 
the topology to change during the optimization 
can overcome local minima encountered when the 
topology remains static*. 

1. Introduction 
The parameter and floating point operation (FLOP) effi-
ciency of sparse neural networks is now well demonstrated 
on a variety of problems (Han et al., 2015; Srinivas et al., 
2017). Multiple works have shown inference time speedups 
are possible using sparsity for both Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018) and Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (ConvNets) (Park et al., 2016; Elsen 
et al., 2019). Currently, the most accurate sparse models 

1Google Brain 2DeepMind. Correspondence to: Utku Evci 
<evcu@google.com>, Erich Elsen <eriche@google.com>. 

Proceedings of the 37 th International Conference on Machine 
Learning, Vienna, Austria, PMLR 119, 2020. Copyright 2020 by 
the author(s). 

*Code available at github.com/google-research/rigl 

Figure 1. RigL improves the optimization of sparse neural net-
works by leveraging weight magnitude and gradient information 
to jointly optimize model parameters and connectivity. 

are obtained with techniques that require, at a minimum, 
the cost of training a dense model in terms of memory and 
FLOPs (Zhu & Gupta, 2018; Guo et al., 2016), and some-
times significantly more (Molchanov et al., 2017). 

This paradigm has two main limitations. First, the maximum 
size of sparse models is limited to the largest dense model 
that can be trained; even if sparse models are more parameter 
efficient, we can’t use pruning to train models that are larger 
and more accurate than the largest possible dense models. 
Second, it is inefficient; large amounts of computation must 
be performed for parameters that are zero valued or that will 
be zero during inference. Additionally, it remains unknown 
if the performance of the current best pruning algorithms is 
an upper bound on the quality of sparse models. Gale et al. 
(2019) found that three different dense-to-sparse training 
algorithms all achieve about the same sparsity / accuracy 
trade-off. However, this is far from conclusive proof that no 
better performance is possible. 

The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis (Frankle & Carbin, 2019) 
hypothesized that if we can find a sparse neural network 
with iterative pruning, then we can train that sparse network 
from scratch, to the same level of accuracy, by starting from 
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Abstract

The success of lottery ticket initializations [7] suggests that small, sparsified net-
works can be trained so long as the network is initialized appropriately. Unfortu-
nately, finding these “winning ticket” initializations is computationally expensive.
One potential solution is to reuse the same winning tickets across a variety of
datasets and optimizers. However, the generality of winning ticket initializations
remains unclear. Here, we attempt to answer this question by generating winning
tickets for one training configuration (optimizer and dataset) and evaluating their
performance on another configuration. Perhaps surprisingly, we found that, within
the natural images domain, winning ticket initializations generalized across a vari-
ety of datasets, including Fashion MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10/100, ImageNet, and
Places365, often achieving performance close to that of winning tickets generated
on the same dataset. Moreover, winning tickets generated using larger datasets
consistently transferred better than those generated using smaller datasets. We also
found that winning ticket initializations generalize across optimizers with high
performance. These results suggest that winning ticket initializations generated
by sufficiently large datasets contain inductive biases generic to neural networks
more broadly which improve training across many settings and provide hope for
the development of better initialization methods.

1 Introduction

The recently proposed lottery ticket hypothesis [7, 8] argues that the initialization of over-
parameterized neural networks contains much smaller sub-network initializations, which, when
trained in isolation, reach similar performance as the full network. The presence of these “lucky”
sub-network initializations has several intriguing implications. First, it suggests that the most com-
monly used initialization schemes, which have primarily been discovered heuristically [10, 14], are
sub-optimal and have significant room to improve. This is consistent with work which suggests that
theoretically-grounded initialization schemes can enable the training of extremely deep networks
with hundreds of layers [13, 27, 29, 33, 35]. Second, it suggests that over-parameterization is not
necessary during the course of training as has been argued previously [1, 2, 5, 6, 24, 25], but rather
over-parameterization is merely necessary to find a “good” initialization of an appropriately parame-
terized network. If this hypothesis is true, it indicates that by training and performing inference in
networks which are 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than necessary, we are wasting large amounts of
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Challenges of Pruning At Initialization



Pruning at initialization does’t seem work
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PRUNING NEURAL NETWORKS AT INITIALIZATION:
WHY ARE WE MISSING THE MARK?
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ABSTRACT

Recent work has explored the possibility of pruning neural networks at initializa-
tion. We assess proposals for doing so: SNIP (Lee et al., 2019), GraSP (Wang
et al., 2020), SynFlow (Tanaka et al., 2020), and magnitude pruning. Although
these methods surpass the trivial baseline of random pruning, we find that they
remain below the accuracy of magnitude pruning after training. We show that, un-
like magnitude pruning after training, randomly shuffling the weights these meth-
ods prune within each layer or sampling new initial values preserves or improves
accuracy. As such, the per-weight pruning decisions made by these methods can
be replaced by a per-layer choice of the fraction of weights to prune. This property
suggests broader challenges with the underlying pruning heuristics, the desire to
prune at initialization, or both.

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the 1980s, we have known that it is possible to eliminate a significant number of parameters
from neural networks without affecting accuracy at inference-time (Reed, 1993; Han et al., 2015).
Such neural network pruning can substantially reduce the computational demands of inference when
conducted in a fashion amenable to hardware (Li et al., 2017) or combined with libraries (Elsen et al.,
2020) and hardware designed to exploit sparsity (Cerebras, 2019; NVIDIA, 2020; Toon, 2020).

When the goal is to reduce inference costs, pruning often occurs late in training (Zhu & Gupta, 2018;
Gale et al., 2019) or after training (LeCun et al., 1990; Han et al., 2015). However, as the financial,
computational, and environmental demands of training (Strubell et al., 2019) have exploded, re-
searchers have begun to investigate the possibility that networks can be pruned early in training or
even before training. Doing so could reduce the cost of training existing models and make it possible
to continue exploring the phenomena that emerge at larger scales (Brown et al., 2020).

There is reason to believe it may be possible to prune early in training without affecting final accu-
racy. Work on the lottery ticket hypothesis (Frankle & Carbin, 2019; Frankle et al., 2020a) shows
that, from early in training (although often after initialization), there exist subnetworks that can train
in isolation to full accuracy (Figure 1, red line). These subnetworks are as small as those found
by inference-focused pruning methods after training (Appendix E; Renda et al., 2020), raising the
prospect that it may be possible to maintain this level of sparsity for much or all of training. However,
this work does not suggest a way to find these subnetworks without first training the full network.

The pruning literature offers a starting point for finding such subnetworks efficiently. Standard
networks are often so overparameterized that pruning randomly has little effect on final accuracy at
lower sparsities (green line). Moreover, many existing pruning methods prune during training (Zhu
& Gupta, 2018; Gale et al., 2019), even if they were designed with inference in mind (orange line).

Recently, several methods have been proposed specifically for pruning at initialization. SNIP (Lee
et al., 2019) aims to prune weights that are least salient for the loss. GraSP (Wang et al., 2020) aims
to prune weights that most harm or least benefit gradient flow. SynFlow (Tanaka et al., 2020) aims
to iteratively prune weights with the lowest “synaptic strengths” in a data-independent manner with
the goal of avoiding layer collapse (where pruning concentrates on certain layers).

In this paper, we assess the efficacy of these pruning methods at initialization. How do SNIP, GraSP,
and SynFlow perform relative to each other and naive baselines like random and magnitude pruning?
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Sanity-Checking Pruning Methods:
Random Tickets can Win the Jackpot
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Abstract

Network pruning is a method for reducing test-time computational resource require-
ments with minimal performance degradation. Conventional wisdom of pruning
algorithms suggests that: (1) Pruning methods exploit information from training
data to find good subnetworks; (2) The architecture of the pruned network is crucial
for good performance. In this paper, we conduct sanity checks for the above beliefs
on several recent unstructured pruning methods and surprisingly find that: (1) A
set of methods which aims to find good subnetworks of the randomly-initialized
network (which we call “initial tickets”), hardly exploits any information from the
training data; (2) For the pruned networks obtained by these methods, randomly
changing the preserved weights in each layer, while keeping the total number of pre-
served weights unchanged per layer, does not affect the final performance. These
findings inspire us to choose a series of simple data-independent prune ratios for
each layer, and randomly prune each layer accordingly to get a subnetwork (which
we call “random tickets”). Experimental results show that our zero-shot random
tickets outperform or attain a similar performance compared to existing “initial
tickets”. In addition, we identify one existing pruning method that passes our sanity
checks. We hybridize the ratios in our random ticket with this method and propose
a new method called “hybrid tickets”, which achieves further improvement.2

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks have achieved great success in the overparameterized regime [2, 7, 8, 35, 44].
However, overparameterization also leads to excessive computational and memory requirements.
To mitigate this, network pruning [6, 14, 15, 22, 33] has been proposed as an effective technique to
reduce the resource requirements with minimal performance degradation.

One typical line of pruning methods, exemplified by retraining [14], can be described as follows: First,
find a subnetwork of original network using pruning methods (which we call the “pruning step”), and
then, retrain this subnetwork to obtain the final pruned network (which we call the “retraining step”).
(Figure 1). Different pruning methods are mainly distinguished by different criterion for finding the
subnetwork, different weights to assign to the subnetwork and retraining scheme.

⇤Equal Contribution, reverse alphabetical order.
2Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/JingtongSu/sanity-checking-pruning.

34th Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2020), Vancouver, Canada.
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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have shown that many important aspects of neural network learn-
ing take place within the very earliest iterations or epochs of training. For exam-
ple, sparse, trainable sub-networks emerge (Frankle et al., 2019), gradient descent
moves into a small subspace (Gur-Ari et al., 2018), and the network undergoes
a critical period (Achille et al., 2019). Here we examine the changes that deep
neural networks undergo during this early phase of training. We perform exten-
sive measurements of the network state during these early iterations of training
and leverage the framework of Frankle et al. (2019) to quantitatively probe the
weight distribution and its reliance on various aspects of the dataset. We find
that, within this framework, deep networks are not robust to reinitializing with
random weights while maintaining signs, and that weight distributions are highly
non-independent even after only a few hundred iterations. Despite this behavior,
pre-training with blurred inputs or an auxiliary self-supervised task can approx-
imate the changes in supervised networks, suggesting that these changes are not
inherently label-dependent, though labels significantly accelerate this process. To-
gether, these results help to elucidate the network changes occurring during this
pivotal initial period of learning.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, methods for successfully training big, deep neural networks have revolution-
ized machine learning. Yet surprisingly, the underlying reasons for the success of these approaches
remain poorly understood, despite remarkable empirical performance (Santurkar et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2017). A large body of work has focused on understanding what happens during the later
stages of training (Neyshabur et al., 2019; Yaida, 2019; Chaudhuri & Soatto, 2017; Wei & Schwab,
2019), while the initial phase has been less explored. However, a number of distinct observations
indicate that significant and consequential changes are occurring during the most early stage of train-
ing. These include the presence of critical periods during training (Achille et al., 2019), the dramatic
reshaping of the local loss landscape (Sagun et al., 2017; Gur-Ari et al., 2018), and the necessity of
rewinding in the context of the lottery ticket hypothesis (Frankle et al., 2019). Here we perform a
thorough investigation of the state of the network in this early stage.

To provide a unified framework for understanding the changes the network undergoes during the
early phase, we employ the methodology of iterative magnitude pruning with rewinding (IMP), as
detailed below, throughout the bulk of this work (Frankle & Carbin, 2019; Frankle et al., 2019). The
initial lottery ticket hypothesis, which was validated on comparatively small networks, proposed that
small, sparse sub-networks found via pruning of converged larger models could be trained to high
performance provided they were initialized with the same values used in the training of the unpruned
model (Frankle & Carbin, 2019). However, follow-up work found that rewinding the weights to
their values at some iteration early in the training of the unpruned model, rather than to their initial
values, was necessary to achieve good performance on deeper networks such as ResNets (Frankle
et al., 2019). This observation suggests that the changes in the network during this initial phase
are vital for the success of the training of small, sparse sub-networks. As a result, this paradigm
provides a simple and quantitative scheme for measuring the importance of the weights at various
points early in training within an actionable and causal framework.

†Work done while an intern at Facebook AI Research.
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Finding good tickets at init seems hard. 
Current fix = wait for a few epochs

Random networks areas good as (or better than) 
claimed lottery tickets..



Sanity Checks [Frankle’21]

17(ResNet-20, CIFAR-10)

IMP

so there’s no signal at init?

currently no “pruning at init” algorithm works 
better than optimizing sparsity levels 



Fixing IMP



fix = rewind shortly after init
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We make the following contributions, all evaluated across three different network architectures:

1. We provide an in-depth overview of various statistics summarizing learning over the early
part of training.

2. We evaluate the impact of perturbing the state of the network in various ways during the
early phase of training, finding that:

(i) counter to observations in smaller networks (Zhou et al., 2019), deeper networks are
not robust to reinitializion with random weights, but maintained signs

(ii) the distribution of weights after the early phase of training is already highly non-i.i.d.,
as permuting them dramatically harms performance, even when signs are maintained

(iii) both of the above perturbations can roughly be approximated by simply adding noise
to the network weights, though this effect is stronger for (ii) than (i)

3. We measure the data-dependence of the early phase of training, finding that pre-training
using only p(x) can approximate the changes that occur in the early phase of training,
though pre-training must last for far longer (⇠32⇥ longer) and not be fed misleading labels.

2 KNOWN PHENOMENA IN THE EARLY PHASE OF TRAINING

Figure 1: Accuracy of IMP when rewinding to
various iterations of the early phase for ResNet-
20 sub-networks as a function of sparsity level.

Lottery ticket rewinding: The original lot-
tery ticket paper (Frankle & Carbin, 2019) re-
wound weights to initialization, i.e., k = 0,
during IMP. Follow up work on larger models
demonstrated that it is necessary to rewind to a
later point during training for IMP to succeed,
i.e., k << T , where T is total training itera-
tions (Frankle et al., 2019). Notably, the benefit
of rewinding to a later point in training satu-
rates quickly, roughly between 500 and 2000
iterations for ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10 (Figure
1). This timescale is strikingly similar to the
changes in the Hessian described below.

Hessian eigenspectrum: The shape of the loss
landscape around the network state also appears
to change rapidly during the early phase of training (Sagun et al., 2017; Gur-Ari et al., 2018). At
initialization, the Hessian of the loss contains a number of large positive and negative eigenvalues.
However, very rapidly the curvature is reshaped in a few marked ways: a few large eigenvalues
emerge, the bulk eigenvalues are close to zero, and the negative eigenvalues become very small.
Moreover, once the Hessian spectrum has reshaped, gradient descent appears to occur largely within
the top subspace of the Hessian (Gur-Ari et al., 2018). These results have been largely confirmed in
large scale studies (Ghorbani et al., 2019), but note they depend to some extent on architecture and
(absence of) batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). A notable exception to this consistency
is the presence of substantial L1 energy of negative eigenvalues for models trained on ImageNet.

Critical periods in deep learning: Achille et al. (2019) found that perturbing the training process
by providing corrupted data early on in training can result in irrevocable damage to the final perfor-
mance of the network. Note that the timescales over which the authors find a critical period extend
well beyond those we study here. However, architecture, learning rate schedule, and regularization
all modify the timing of the critical period, and follow-up work found that critical periods were also
present for regularization, in particular weight decay and data augmentation (Golatkar et al., 2019).

3 PRELIMINARIES AND METHODOLOGY

Networks: Throughout this paper, we study five standard convolutional neural networks for
CIFAR-10. These include the ResNet-20 and ResNet-56 architectures designed for CIFAR-10 (He
et al., 2015), the ResNet-18 architecture designed for ImageNet but commonly used on CIFAR-10
(He et al., 2015), the WRN-16-8 wide residual network (Zagoruyko & Komodakis, 2016), and the

2

• “vanilla” LTH only true for MNIST/small nets
• Rewinding to init doesn’t work for Resnet/Cifar10
• One needs to rewind later (i.e., train a bit)
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ing take place within the very earliest iterations or epochs of training. For exam-
ple, sparse, trainable sub-networks emerge (Frankle et al., 2019), gradient descent
moves into a small subspace (Gur-Ari et al., 2018), and the network undergoes
a critical period (Achille et al., 2019). Here we examine the changes that deep
neural networks undergo during this early phase of training. We perform exten-
sive measurements of the network state during these early iterations of training
and leverage the framework of Frankle et al. (2019) to quantitatively probe the
weight distribution and its reliance on various aspects of the dataset. We find
that, within this framework, deep networks are not robust to reinitializing with
random weights while maintaining signs, and that weight distributions are highly
non-independent even after only a few hundred iterations. Despite this behavior,
pre-training with blurred inputs or an auxiliary self-supervised task can approx-
imate the changes in supervised networks, suggesting that these changes are not
inherently label-dependent, though labels significantly accelerate this process. To-
gether, these results help to elucidate the network changes occurring during this
pivotal initial period of learning.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, methods for successfully training big, deep neural networks have revolution-
ized machine learning. Yet surprisingly, the underlying reasons for the success of these approaches
remain poorly understood, despite remarkable empirical performance (Santurkar et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2017). A large body of work has focused on understanding what happens during the later
stages of training (Neyshabur et al., 2019; Yaida, 2019; Chaudhuri & Soatto, 2017; Wei & Schwab,
2019), while the initial phase has been less explored. However, a number of distinct observations
indicate that significant and consequential changes are occurring during the most early stage of train-
ing. These include the presence of critical periods during training (Achille et al., 2019), the dramatic
reshaping of the local loss landscape (Sagun et al., 2017; Gur-Ari et al., 2018), and the necessity of
rewinding in the context of the lottery ticket hypothesis (Frankle et al., 2019). Here we perform a
thorough investigation of the state of the network in this early stage.

To provide a unified framework for understanding the changes the network undergoes during the
early phase, we employ the methodology of iterative magnitude pruning with rewinding (IMP), as
detailed below, throughout the bulk of this work (Frankle & Carbin, 2019; Frankle et al., 2019). The
initial lottery ticket hypothesis, which was validated on comparatively small networks, proposed that
small, sparse sub-networks found via pruning of converged larger models could be trained to high
performance provided they were initialized with the same values used in the training of the unpruned
model (Frankle & Carbin, 2019). However, follow-up work found that rewinding the weights to
their values at some iteration early in the training of the unpruned model, rather than to their initial
values, was necessary to achieve good performance on deeper networks such as ResNets (Frankle
et al., 2019). This observation suggests that the changes in the network during this initial phase
are vital for the success of the training of small, sparse sub-networks. As a result, this paradigm
provides a simple and quantitative scheme for measuring the importance of the weights at various
points early in training within an actionable and causal framework.

†Work done while an intern at Facebook AI Research.
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Lottery Tickets are hard to get at Init
Linear Mode Connectivity and the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Jonathan Frankle 1 Gintare Karolina Dziugaite 2 Daniel M. Roy 3 4 Michael Carbin 1

Abstract
We study whether a neural network optimizes to
the same, linearly connected minimum under dif-
ferent samples of SGD noise (e.g., random data
order and augmentation). We find that standard
vision models become stable to SGD noise in this
way early in training. From then on, the outcome
of optimization is determined to a linearly con-
nected region. We use this technique to study
iterative magnitude pruning (IMP), the procedure
used by work on the lottery ticket hypothesis to
identify subnetworks that could have trained in
isolation to full accuracy. We find that these sub-
networks only reach full accuracy when they are
stable to SGD noise, which either occurs at initial-
ization for small-scale settings (MNIST) or early
in training for large-scale settings (ResNet-50 and
Inception-v3 on ImageNet).

1. Introduction
When training a neural network with mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), training examples are presented to
the network in a random order within each epoch. In many
cases, each example also undergoes random data augmen-
tation. This randomness can be seen as noise that varies
from training run to training run and alters the network’s tra-
jectory through the optimization landscape, even when the
initialization and hyperparameters are fixed. In this paper,
we investigate how this SGD noise affects the outcome of
optimizing neural networks and the role this effect plays in
sparse, lottery ticket networks (Frankle & Carbin, 2019).

Instability analysis. To study these questions, we propose
instability analysis. The goal of instability analysis is to
determine whether the outcome of optimizing a particular
neural network is stable to SGD noise. Figure 1 (left) visual-
izes instability analysis. First, we create a network N with
random initialization W0. We then train two copies of N

1MIT CSAIL 2Element AI 3University of Toronto 4Vector Insti-
tute. Correspondence to: Jonathan Frankle <jfrankle@mit.edu>.

Proceedings of the 37 th International Conference on Machine
Learning, Vienna, Austria, PMLR 119, 2020. Copyright 2020 by
the author(s).
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TInstability
Figure 1. A diagram of instability analysis from step 0 (left) and
step k (right) when comparing networks using linear interpolation.

with different samples of SGD noise (i.e., different random
data orders and augmentations). Finally, we compare the
resulting networks to measure the effect of these different
samples of SGD noise on the outcome of optimization. If
the networks are sufficiently similar according to a criterion,
we determine N to be stable to SGD noise. We also study
this behavior starting from the state of N at step k of train-
ing (Figure 1 right). Doing so allows us to determine when
the outcome of optimization becomes stable to SGD noise.

There are many possible ways in which to compare the
networks that result from instability analysis (Appendix G).
We use the behavior of the optimization landscape along
the line between these networks (blue in Figure 1). Does
error remain flat or even decrease (meaning the networks
are in the same, linearly connected minimum), or is there a
barrier of increased error? We define the linear interpolation
instability of N to SGD noise as the maximum increase
in error along this path (red). We consider N stable to
SGD noise if error does not increase along this path, i.e.,
instability ⇡ 0. This means N will find the same, linearly
connected minimum regardless of the sample of SGD noise.

By linearly interpolating at the end of training in this fashion,
we assess a linear form of mode connectivity, a phenomenon
where the minima found by two networks are connected
by a path of nonincreasing error. Freeman & Bruna (2017),
Draxler et al. (2018), and Garipov et al. (2018) show that the
modes of standard vision networks trained from different
initializations are connected by nonlinear paths of constant
error or loss. Based on this work, we expect that all networks
we examine are connected by such paths. However, the
modes found by Draxler et al. and Garipov et al. are not
connected by linear paths. The only extant example of
linear mode connectivity is by Nagarajan & Kolter (2019),
who train MLPs from the same initialization on disjoint
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• Rewinding to iteration K, rather than init works much better
• Experimental analysis through the existence of linear connectivity

Linear Mode Connectivity and the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Network Variant Dataset Params Train Steps Batch Accuracy Optimizer Rate Schedule Warmup BatchNorm Pruned Density Style

LeNet MNIST 266K 24K Iters 60 98.3 ± 0.1% adam 12e-4 constant 0 No 3.5% Iterative

ResNet-20 Standard 91.7 ± 0.1% 0.1 10x drop at
32K, 48K

0
Yes

16.8%
IterativeResNet-20 Low CIFAR-10 274K 63K Iters 128 88.8 ± 0.1% momentum 0.01 0 8.6%

ResNet-20 Warmup 89.7 ± 0.3% 0.03 30K 8.6%

VGG-16 Standard 93.7 ± 0.1% 0.1 10x drop at
32K, 48K

0
Yes

1.5%
IterativeVGG-16 Low CIFAR-10 14.7M 63K Iters 128 91.7 ± 0.1% momentum 0.01 0 5.5%

VGG-16 Warmup 93.4 ± 0.1% 0.1 30K 1.5%

ResNet-50 ImageNet 25.5M 90 Eps 1024 76.1 ± 0.1% momentum 0.4 10x drop at 30,60,80 5 Eps Yes 30% One-Shot
Inception-v3 ImageNet 27.1M 171 Eps 1024 78.1 ± 0.1% momentum 0.03 linear decay to 0.005 0 Yes 30% One-Shot

Table 1. Our networks and hyperparameters. Accuracies are the means and standard deviations across three initializations. Hyperparame-
ters for ResNet-20 standard are from He et al. (2016). Hyperparameters for VGG-16 standard are from Liu et al. (2019). Hyperparameters
for low, warmup, and LeNet are adapted from Frankle & Carbin (2019). Hyperparameters for ImageNet networks are from Google’s
reference TPU code (Google, 2018). Note: Frankle & Carbin mistakenly refer to ResNet-20 as “ResNet-18,” which is a separate network.

Figure 2. Error when linearly interpolating between networks trained from the same initialization with different SGD noise. Lines are
means and standard deviations over three initializations and three data orders (nine samples total). Trained networks are at 0.0 and 1.0.

this way. Finally, let Ē(W1,W2) = mean(E(W1), E(W2)).
The error barrier height on the linear path between W1

and W2 (which is our function f for instability analysis) is
Esup(W1,W2) � Ē(W1,W2) (red line in Figure 1). When
we perform instability analysis on a network N with this
function, we call this quantity the linear interpolation insta-
bility (shorthand: instability) of N to SGD noise.

Linear mode connectivity. Two networks W1 and W2 are
mode connected if there exists a path between them along
which the error barrier height ⇡ 0 (Draxler et al., 2018;
Garipov et al., 2018). They are linearly mode connected if
this is true along the linear path. For instability analysis,
we consider a network N stable to SGD noise (shorthand:
stable) when the networks that result from instability anal-
ysis are linearly mode connected; that is, when the linear
interpolation instability of N ⇡ 0. Otherwise, it is unstable
to SGD noise (shorthand: unstable). Empirically, we con-
sider instability < 2% to be stable; this margin accounts for
noise and matches increases in error along paths found by
Draxler et al. (2018, Table B.1) and Garipov et al. (2018,
Table 2). We use 30 evenly-spaced values of ↵, and we
average instability from three initializations and three runs
per initialization (nine combinations total).

Networks and datasets. We study image classification net-
works on MNIST, CIFAR-10, and ImageNet as listed in
Table 1. All hyperparameters are standard values from ref-
erence code or prior work as cited in Table 1. The warmup
and low variants of ResNet-20 and VGG-16 are adapted
from hyperparameters in Frankle & Carbin (2019).

3. Instability Analysis of Unpruned Networks
In this section, we perform instability analysis on the stan-
dard networks in Table 1 from many points during training.
We find that, although only LeNet is stable to SGD noise at
initialization, every network becomes stable early in train-
ing, meaning the outcome of optimization from that point
forward is determined to a linearly connected minimum.

Instability analysis at initialization. We first perform in-
stability analysis from initialization. We use Algorithm 1
with W0 (visualized in Figure 1 left): train two copies of the
same, randomly initialized network with different samples
of SGD noise. Figure 2 shows the train (purple) and test
(red) error when linearly interpolating between the minima
found by these copies. Except for LeNet (MNIST), none of
the networks are stable at initialization. In fact, train and
test error rise to the point of random guessing when linearly
interpolating. LeNet’s error rises slightly, but by less than a
percentage point. We conclude that, in general, larger-scale
image classification networks are unstable at initialization
according to linear interpolation.

Instability analysis during training. Although larger net-
works are unstable at initialization, they may become stable
at some point afterwards; for example, in the limit, they will
be stable trivially after the last step of training. To investi-
gate when networks become stable, we perform instability
analysis using the state of the network at various training
steps. That is, we train a network for k steps, make two
copies, train them to completion with different samples of
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ferent samples of SGD noise (e.g., random data
order and augmentation). We find that standard
vision models become stable to SGD noise in this
way early in training. From then on, the outcome
of optimization is determined to a linearly con-
nected region. We use this technique to study
iterative magnitude pruning (IMP), the procedure
used by work on the lottery ticket hypothesis to
identify subnetworks that could have trained in
isolation to full accuracy. We find that these sub-
networks only reach full accuracy when they are
stable to SGD noise, which either occurs at initial-
ization for small-scale settings (MNIST) or early
in training for large-scale settings (ResNet-50 and
Inception-v3 on ImageNet).

1. Introduction
When training a neural network with mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), training examples are presented to
the network in a random order within each epoch. In many
cases, each example also undergoes random data augmen-
tation. This randomness can be seen as noise that varies
from training run to training run and alters the network’s tra-
jectory through the optimization landscape, even when the
initialization and hyperparameters are fixed. In this paper,
we investigate how this SGD noise affects the outcome of
optimizing neural networks and the role this effect plays in
sparse, lottery ticket networks (Frankle & Carbin, 2019).

Instability analysis. To study these questions, we propose
instability analysis. The goal of instability analysis is to
determine whether the outcome of optimizing a particular
neural network is stable to SGD noise. Figure 1 (left) visual-
izes instability analysis. First, we create a network N with
random initialization W0. We then train two copies of N
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Figure 1. A diagram of instability analysis from step 0 (left) and
step k (right) when comparing networks using linear interpolation.

with different samples of SGD noise (i.e., different random
data orders and augmentations). Finally, we compare the
resulting networks to measure the effect of these different
samples of SGD noise on the outcome of optimization. If
the networks are sufficiently similar according to a criterion,
we determine N to be stable to SGD noise. We also study
this behavior starting from the state of N at step k of train-
ing (Figure 1 right). Doing so allows us to determine when
the outcome of optimization becomes stable to SGD noise.

There are many possible ways in which to compare the
networks that result from instability analysis (Appendix G).
We use the behavior of the optimization landscape along
the line between these networks (blue in Figure 1). Does
error remain flat or even decrease (meaning the networks
are in the same, linearly connected minimum), or is there a
barrier of increased error? We define the linear interpolation
instability of N to SGD noise as the maximum increase
in error along this path (red). We consider N stable to
SGD noise if error does not increase along this path, i.e.,
instability ⇡ 0. This means N will find the same, linearly
connected minimum regardless of the sample of SGD noise.

By linearly interpolating at the end of training in this fashion,
we assess a linear form of mode connectivity, a phenomenon
where the minima found by two networks are connected
by a path of nonincreasing error. Freeman & Bruna (2017),
Draxler et al. (2018), and Garipov et al. (2018) show that the
modes of standard vision networks trained from different
initializations are connected by nonlinear paths of constant
error or loss. Based on this work, we expect that all networks
we examine are connected by such paths. However, the
modes found by Draxler et al. and Garipov et al. are not
connected by linear paths. The only extant example of
linear mode connectivity is by Nagarajan & Kolter (2019),
who train MLPs from the same initialization on disjoint
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Abstract
We study whether a neural network optimizes to
the same, linearly connected minimum under dif-
ferent samples of SGD noise (e.g., random data
order and augmentation). We find that standard
vision models become stable to SGD noise in this
way early in training. From then on, the outcome
of optimization is determined to a linearly con-
nected region. We use this technique to study
iterative magnitude pruning (IMP), the procedure
used by work on the lottery ticket hypothesis to
identify subnetworks that could have trained in
isolation to full accuracy. We find that these sub-
networks only reach full accuracy when they are
stable to SGD noise, which either occurs at initial-
ization for small-scale settings (MNIST) or early
in training for large-scale settings (ResNet-50 and
Inception-v3 on ImageNet).

1. Introduction
When training a neural network with mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), training examples are presented to
the network in a random order within each epoch. In many
cases, each example also undergoes random data augmen-
tation. This randomness can be seen as noise that varies
from training run to training run and alters the network’s tra-
jectory through the optimization landscape, even when the
initialization and hyperparameters are fixed. In this paper,
we investigate how this SGD noise affects the outcome of
optimizing neural networks and the role this effect plays in
sparse, lottery ticket networks (Frankle & Carbin, 2019).

Instability analysis. To study these questions, we propose
instability analysis. The goal of instability analysis is to
determine whether the outcome of optimizing a particular
neural network is stable to SGD noise. Figure 1 (left) visual-
izes instability analysis. First, we create a network N with
random initialization W0. We then train two copies of N

1MIT CSAIL 2Element AI 3University of Toronto 4Vector Insti-
tute. Correspondence to: Jonathan Frankle <jfrankle@mit.edu>.
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Figure 1. A diagram of instability analysis from step 0 (left) and
step k (right) when comparing networks using linear interpolation.

with different samples of SGD noise (i.e., different random
data orders and augmentations). Finally, we compare the
resulting networks to measure the effect of these different
samples of SGD noise on the outcome of optimization. If
the networks are sufficiently similar according to a criterion,
we determine N to be stable to SGD noise. We also study
this behavior starting from the state of N at step k of train-
ing (Figure 1 right). Doing so allows us to determine when
the outcome of optimization becomes stable to SGD noise.

There are many possible ways in which to compare the
networks that result from instability analysis (Appendix G).
We use the behavior of the optimization landscape along
the line between these networks (blue in Figure 1). Does
error remain flat or even decrease (meaning the networks
are in the same, linearly connected minimum), or is there a
barrier of increased error? We define the linear interpolation
instability of N to SGD noise as the maximum increase
in error along this path (red). We consider N stable to
SGD noise if error does not increase along this path, i.e.,
instability ⇡ 0. This means N will find the same, linearly
connected minimum regardless of the sample of SGD noise.

By linearly interpolating at the end of training in this fashion,
we assess a linear form of mode connectivity, a phenomenon
where the minima found by two networks are connected
by a path of nonincreasing error. Freeman & Bruna (2017),
Draxler et al. (2018), and Garipov et al. (2018) show that the
modes of standard vision networks trained from different
initializations are connected by nonlinear paths of constant
error or loss. Based on this work, we expect that all networks
we examine are connected by such paths. However, the
modes found by Draxler et al. and Garipov et al. are not
connected by linear paths. The only extant example of
linear mode connectivity is by Nagarajan & Kolter (2019),
who train MLPs from the same initialization on disjoint
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• Rewinding to iteration K, rather than init works much better
• Experimental analysis through the existence of linear connectivity
• Connectivity emerges early in training, but not at init (hard to find models that exhibit it)Linear Mode Connectivity and the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Figure 3. Linear interpolation instability when starting from step k. Each line is the mean and standard deviation across three initializations
and three data orders (nine samples in total).

Figure 4. Linear interpolation instability on the test set when mak-
ing two copies of the state of the network at step k and either (1)
training for the remaining T � k steps (blue) or (2) training for T
steps with the learning rate schedule reset to step 0 (orange).

SGD noise, and linearly interpolate (Figure 1 right). We do
so for many values of k, assessing whether there is a point
after which the outcome of optimization is determined to a
linearly connected minimum regardless of SGD noise.

For each k, Figure 3 shows the linear interpolation instability
of the network at step k, i.e., the maximum error during
interpolation (the peaks in Figure 2) minus the mean of
the errors of the two networks (the endpoints in Figure
2). In all cases, test set instability decreases as k increases,
culminating in stable networks. The steps at which networks
become stable are early in training. For example, they do
so at iterations 2000 for ResNet-20 and 1000 VGG-16; in
other words, after 3% and 1.5% of training, SGD noise does
not affect the final linearly connected minimum. ResNet-50
and Inception-v3 become stable later: at epoch 18 (20% into
training) and 28 (16%), respectively, using the test set.

For LeNet, ResNet-20, and VGG-16, instability is essen-
tially identical when measured in terms of train or test error,
and the networks become stable to SGD noise at the same
time for both quantities. For ResNet-50 and Inception-v3,
train instability follows the same trend as test instability but
is slightly higher at all points, meaning train set stability
occurs later for ResNet-50 and does not occur in our range
of analysis for Inception-v3. Going forward, we present all
results with respect to test error for simplicity and include
corresponding train error data in the appendices. 3

Disentangling instability from training time. Varying the
step k from which we run instability analysis has two effects.
First, it changes the state of the network from which we train

Algorithm 2 IMP rewinding to step k and N iterations.
1: Create a network with randomly initialization W0 2 Rd.
2: Initialize pruning mask to m = 1d.
3: Train W0 to Wk with noise u ⇠ U : Wk = A0!k(W0, u).
4: for n 2 {1, . . . , N} do
5: Train m�Wk to m�WT with noise u0 ⇠ U :

WT = Ak!T (m�Wk, u
0).

6: Prune the lowest magnitude entries of WT that remain.
Let m[i] = 0 if WT [i] is pruned.

7: Return Wk,m

Network Full IMP Rand Prune Rand Reinit � IMP Matching?

LeNet 98.3 98.2 96.7 97.5 0.1 Y

ResNet-20 91.7 88.5 88.6 88.8 3.2 N
ResNet-20 Low 88.8 89.0 85.7 84.7 -0.2 Y
ResNet-20 Warmup 89.7 89.6 85.7 85.6 0.1 Y

VGG-16 93.7 90.9 89.4 91.0 2.8 N
VGG-16 Low 91.7 91.6 90.1 90.2 0.1 Y
VGG-16 Warmup 93.4 93.2 90.1 90.7 0.2 Y

ResNet-50 76.1 73.7 73.1 73.4 2.4 N
Inception-v3 78.1 75.7 75.2 75.5 2.4 N

Table 2. Accuracy of IMP and random subnetworks when rewind-
ing to k = 0 at the sparsities in Table 1. Accuracies are means
across three initializations. All standard deviations are < 0.2.

two copies to completion on different SGD noise. Second,
it changes the number of steps for which those copies are
trained: when we run instability analysis from step k, we
train the copies under different SGD noise for T � k steps.
As k increases, the copies have fewer steps during which to
potentially find linearly unconnected minima. It is possible
that the gradual decrease in instability as k increases and
the eventual emergence of linear mode connectivity is just
an artifact of these shorter training times.

To disentangle the role of training time in our experiments,
we modify instability analysis to train the copies for T
iterations no matter the value of k. When doing so, we reset
the learning rate schedule to iteration 0 after making the
copies. In Figure 4, we compare instability with and without
this modification for ResNet-20 and VGG-16 on CIFAR-10.
Instability is indistinguishable in both cases, indicating that
the different numbers of training steps did not play a role in
the earlier results. Going forward, we present all results by
training copies for T � k steps as in Algorithm 1.

Linear Mode Connectivity and the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Jonathan Frankle 1 Gintare Karolina Dziugaite 2 Daniel M. Roy 3 4 Michael Carbin 1

Abstract
We study whether a neural network optimizes to
the same, linearly connected minimum under dif-
ferent samples of SGD noise (e.g., random data
order and augmentation). We find that standard
vision models become stable to SGD noise in this
way early in training. From then on, the outcome
of optimization is determined to a linearly con-
nected region. We use this technique to study
iterative magnitude pruning (IMP), the procedure
used by work on the lottery ticket hypothesis to
identify subnetworks that could have trained in
isolation to full accuracy. We find that these sub-
networks only reach full accuracy when they are
stable to SGD noise, which either occurs at initial-
ization for small-scale settings (MNIST) or early
in training for large-scale settings (ResNet-50 and
Inception-v3 on ImageNet).

1. Introduction
When training a neural network with mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), training examples are presented to
the network in a random order within each epoch. In many
cases, each example also undergoes random data augmen-
tation. This randomness can be seen as noise that varies
from training run to training run and alters the network’s tra-
jectory through the optimization landscape, even when the
initialization and hyperparameters are fixed. In this paper,
we investigate how this SGD noise affects the outcome of
optimizing neural networks and the role this effect plays in
sparse, lottery ticket networks (Frankle & Carbin, 2019).

Instability analysis. To study these questions, we propose
instability analysis. The goal of instability analysis is to
determine whether the outcome of optimizing a particular
neural network is stable to SGD noise. Figure 1 (left) visual-
izes instability analysis. First, we create a network N with
random initialization W0. We then train two copies of N

1MIT CSAIL 2Element AI 3University of Toronto 4Vector Insti-
tute. Correspondence to: Jonathan Frankle <jfrankle@mit.edu>.
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Figure 1. A diagram of instability analysis from step 0 (left) and
step k (right) when comparing networks using linear interpolation.

with different samples of SGD noise (i.e., different random
data orders and augmentations). Finally, we compare the
resulting networks to measure the effect of these different
samples of SGD noise on the outcome of optimization. If
the networks are sufficiently similar according to a criterion,
we determine N to be stable to SGD noise. We also study
this behavior starting from the state of N at step k of train-
ing (Figure 1 right). Doing so allows us to determine when
the outcome of optimization becomes stable to SGD noise.

There are many possible ways in which to compare the
networks that result from instability analysis (Appendix G).
We use the behavior of the optimization landscape along
the line between these networks (blue in Figure 1). Does
error remain flat or even decrease (meaning the networks
are in the same, linearly connected minimum), or is there a
barrier of increased error? We define the linear interpolation
instability of N to SGD noise as the maximum increase
in error along this path (red). We consider N stable to
SGD noise if error does not increase along this path, i.e.,
instability ⇡ 0. This means N will find the same, linearly
connected minimum regardless of the sample of SGD noise.

By linearly interpolating at the end of training in this fashion,
we assess a linear form of mode connectivity, a phenomenon
where the minima found by two networks are connected
by a path of nonincreasing error. Freeman & Bruna (2017),
Draxler et al. (2018), and Garipov et al. (2018) show that the
modes of standard vision networks trained from different
initializations are connected by nonlinear paths of constant
error or loss. Based on this work, we expect that all networks
we examine are connected by such paths. However, the
modes found by Draxler et al. and Garipov et al. are not
connected by linear paths. The only extant example of
linear mode connectivity is by Nagarajan & Kolter (2019),
who train MLPs from the same initialization on disjoint
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An interesting finding



The value of values



Why do lottery tickets perform well?

Revisiting the IMP algorithm
1. Randomly initialize weights
2. pick “importance” metric M
3. Train for small number of iterations
4. Prune bottom p% of according to M
5. Rollback top 100-p% non-zero weights
6. re-train to full accuracy
7. (Sometimes) GOTO 3

• A Study on what allows LTs to be good

Mask criterion
Mask-1 action

Mask- 0 action



Mask Criteria
large final small final large init small init large init

large final
small init
small final

magnitude
increase movement random

|wf | �|wf | |wi| �|wi| min(↵|wf |, |wi|) �max(↵|wf |, |wi|) |wf |� |wi| |wf � wi| 0

Figure 2: Mask criteria studied in this section, starting with large_final that was used in [5]. Names
we use to refer to the various methods are given along with the formula that projects each (wi, wf )
pair to a score. Weights with the largest scores (colored regions) are kept, and weights with the
smallest scores (gray regions) are pruned. The x axis in each small figure is wi and the y axis is wf .
In two methods, ↵ is adjusted as needed to align percentiles between wi and wf . When masks are
created, ties are broken randomly, so a score of 0 for every weight results in random masks.

Figure 3: Test accuracy at early stopping iteration of different mask criteria for four networks at
various pruning rates. Each line is a different mask criteria, with bands around the best-performing
mask criteria (large_final and magnitude_increase) and the baseline (random) depicting the min and
max over 5 runs. Stars represent points where large_final or magnitude_increase are significantly
above the other at p < 0.05. The eight mask criteria form four groups of inverted pairs (each column
of the legend represents one such pair) that act as controls for each other. We observe that large_final
and magnitude_increase have the best performance, with magnitude_increase having slightly higher
accuracy in Conv2 and Conv4. See Figure S1 for results on convergence speed.

In this section and throughout the remainder of the paper, we follow the experimental framework
from [5] and perform iterative pruning experiments on a 3-layer fully-connected network (FC) trained
on MNIST [12] and on three convolutional neural networks (CNNs), Conv2, Conv4, and Conv6
(small CNNs with 2/4/6 convolutional layers, same as used in [5]) trained on CIFAR-10 [11]. For
more architecture and training details, see Section S1 in Supplementary Information. We hope to
expand these experiments to larger datasets and deeper models in future work. In particular, [6]
shows that the original LT Algorithm as proposed do not generalize to ResNet on ImageNet. It would
be valuable to see how well the experiments in this paper generalize to harder problems.
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mask criteria (large_final and magnitude_increase) and the baseline (random) depicting the min and
max over 5 runs. Stars represent points where large_final or magnitude_increase are significantly
above the other at p < 0.05. The eight mask criteria form four groups of inverted pairs (each column
of the legend represents one such pair) that act as controls for each other. We observe that large_final
and magnitude_increase have the best performance, with magnitude_increase having slightly higher
accuracy in Conv2 and Conv4. See Figure S1 for results on convergence speed.

In this section and throughout the remainder of the paper, we follow the experimental framework
from [5] and perform iterative pruning experiments on a 3-layer fully-connected network (FC) trained
on MNIST [12] and on three convolutional neural networks (CNNs), Conv2, Conv4, and Conv6
(small CNNs with 2/4/6 convolutional layers, same as used in [5]) trained on CIFAR-10 [11]. For
more architecture and training details, see Section S1 in Supplementary Information. We hope to
expand these experiments to larger datasets and deeper models in future work. In particular, [6]
shows that the original LT Algorithm as proposed do not generalize to ResNet on ImageNet. It would
be valuable to see how well the experiments in this paper generalize to harder problems.
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original LTH criterion pretty good



What to do with surviving weights?
• Reinitialize
• Shuffle original values
• Replace with sign(w)*std(init. values)

Figure 4: The effects of various 1-actions for four networks at various pruning rates. All reinitializa-
tion experiments use the large_final mask criterion with iterative pruning. Dotted lines represent the
three described methods, and solid lines are those three except with each weight having the same
sign as its original initialization. Shaded bands around notable runs depict the min and max over 5
runs. Stars represent points where "rewind (large_final)" or "constant, init sign" is significantly above
the other at a p < 0.05 level, showing no difference in performance between the two. The original
large_final and random are included as baselines. See Figure S4 for results on convergence speed.

their initial values, without hurting the trainability of the network. This turns out to not be the case.
We show in this section that zero values actually matter, alternative freezing approach results in better
performing networks, and masking can be viewed as a way of training.

Typical network pruning procedures [9, 8, 15] perform two actions on pruned weights: set them to
zero, and freeze them in subsequent training (equivalent to removing those connections from the
network). It is unclear which of these two components leads to the increased performance in LT
networks. To separate the two factors, we run a simple experiment: we reproduce the LT iterative
pruning experiments in which network weights are masked out in alternating train/mask/rewind
cycles, but try an additional treatment: freeze masked weights at their initial values instead of at zero.
If zero isn’t special, both should perform similarly.

Figure 5 shows the results for this experiment. We find that networks perform significantly better
when weights are frozen specifically at zero than at random initial values. For these networks masked
via the LT large_final criterion3, zero would seem to be a particularly good value to set pruned
weights to. At high levels of pruning, freezing at the initial values may perform better, which makes
sense since having a large number of zeros means having lots of dead connections.

So why does zero work better than initial values? One hypothesis is that the mask criterion we use
tends to mask to zero those weights that were headed toward zero anyway.

To test out this hypothesis, we propose another mask-0 action halfway between freezing at zero
and freezing at initialization: for any zero-masked weight, freeze it to zero if it moves toward zero
over the course of training, and freeze it at its random initial value if it moves away from zero. We
show two variants of this experiment in Figure 5. In the first variant, we apply it directly as stated to
zero-masked weights (to be pruned). We see that by doing so we achieve comparable performance to
the original LT networks at low pruning rates and better at high pruning rates. In the second variant,
we extend this action to one-masked weights too, that is, initialize every weight to zero if they move
towards zero during training, regardless of the pruning action on them. We see that performance
of Variant 2 is even better than Variant 1, suggesting that this new mask-0 action we found can be

3Figure S3 illustrates why the large_final criterion biases weights that were moving toward zero during
training toward zero in the mask, effectively pushing them further in the direction they were headed.

5
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What to do with pruned weights?
• freeze to init value
• set to zero

zero is special: 
learning the supermask similar to training

large final, large final,
same sign diff sign

max(0,
wiwf

|wi|
) max(0,

�wiwf

|wi|
)

Figure 6: (left) Untrained networks perform at chance (10% accuracy) on MNIST, if they are
randomly initialized, or randomly initialized and randomly masked. However, applying the large_final
mask improves the network accuracy beyond the chance level. (right) The large_final_same_sign
mask criterion (left) that tends to produce the best Supermasks. In contrast to the large_final mask
in Figure 1, this criterion masks out the quadrants where the sign of wi and wf differ. We include
large_final_di↵_sign (right) as a control.

weights, we define a new large_final_same_sign mask criterion that selects for weights with large
final magnitudes that also maintained the same sign by the end of training. This criterion, as well
as the control case of large_final_di↵_sign, is depicted in Figure 6. Performances of Supermasks
produced by all 10 criteria are included in Figure 7, compared with two baselines: networks untrained
and unmasked (untrained_baseline) and networks fully trained (trained_baseline). For simplicity,
we evaluate Supermasks based on one-shot pruning rather than iterative pruning.

We see that large_final_same_sign significantly outperforms the other mask criteria in terms of
accuracy at initialization. We can create networks that obtain a remarkable 80% test accuracy on
MNIST and 24% on CIFAR-10 without training using this simple mask criterion. Another curious
observation is that if we apply the mask to a signed constant (as described in Section 3) rather than
the actual initial weights, we can produce even higher test accuracy of up to 86% on MNIST and
41% on CIFAR-10! Detailed results across network architectures, pruning percentages, and these two
treatments, are shown in Figure 7.

We find it fascinating that these Supermasks exist and can be found via such simple criteria. As an
aside, they also present a method for network compression, since we only need to save a binary mask
and a single random seed to reconstruct the full weights of the network.

5.1 Optimizing the Supermask

We have shown that Supermasks derived using simple heuristics greatly enhance the performance
of the underlying network immediately, with no training involved. In this section we are interested
in how far we can push the performance of Supermasks by training the mask, instead of training
network weights. Similar works in this domain include training networks with binary weights [1, 2],
or training masks to adapt a base network to multiple tasks [19]. Our work differs in that the base
network is randomly initialized, never trained, and masks are optimized for the original task.

We do so by creating a trainable mask variable for each layer while freezing all original parameters
for that layer at their random initialization values. For an original weight tensor w and a mask tensor
m of the same shape, we have as the effective weight w0 = wi � g(m), where wi denotes the initial
values weights are frozen at, � is element-wise multiplication and g is a point-wise function that
transform a matrix of continuous values into binary values.

We train the masks with g(m) = Bern(S(m)), where Bern(p) is the bernoulli sampler with proba-
bility p, and S(m) is the sigmoid function. The bernoulli sampling adds some stochasticity that helps
with training, mitigates the bias of all things starting at the same value, and uses in effect the expected
value of S(m), which is especially useful when they are close to 0.5.

By training the m matrix with SGD, we obtained up to 95.3% test accuracy on MNIST and 65.4% on
CIFAR-10. Results are shown in Figure 7, along with all the heuristic-based, unlearned Supermasks.
Note that there is no straightforward way to control for the pruning percentage. Instead, we initialize
m with larger or smaller magnitudes, which nudges the network toward pruning more or less. This
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What’s Hidden in a Randomly Weighted Neural Network?
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Abstract

Training a neural network is synonymous with learn-
ing the values of the weights. In contrast, we demon-
strate that randomly weighted neural networks contain sub-
networks which achieve impressive performance without
ever modifying the weight values. Hidden in a randomly
weighted Wide ResNet-50 [32] we find a subnetwork (with
random weights) that is smaller than, but matches the per-
formance of a ResNet-34 [9] trained on ImageNet [4]. Not
only do these “untrained subnetworks” exist, but we pro-
vide an algorithm to effectively find them. We empiri-
cally show that as randomly weighted neural networks with
fixed weights grow wider and deeper, an “untrained subnet-
work” approaches a network with learned weights in ac-
curacy. Our code and pretrained models are available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hidden-networks.

1. Introduction

What lies hidden in an overparameterized neural network
with random weights? If the distribution is properly scaled,
then it contains a subnetwork which performs well without
ever modifying the values of the weights (as illustrated by
Figure 1).

The number of subnetworks is combinatorial in the size
of the network, and modern neural networks contain mil-
lions or even billions of parameters [24]. We should expect
that even a randomly weighted neural network contains a
subnetwork that performs well on a given task. In this work,
we provide an algorithm to find these subnetworks.

Finding subnetworks contrasts with the prevailing
paradigm for neural network training – learning the values
of the weights by stochastic gradient descent. Tradition-
ally, the network structure is either fixed during training
(e.g. ResNet [9] or MobileNet [10]), or optimized in con-
junction with the weight values (e.g. Neural Architecture
Search (NAS)). We instead optimize to find a good subnet-

⇤equal contribution
†Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
‡University of Washington

A subnetwork
⌧ � of N
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Figure 1. If a neural network with random weights (center) is suffi-
ciently overparameterized, it will contain a subnetwork (right) that
perform as well as a trained neural network (left) with the same
number of parameters.

work within a fixed, randomly weighted network. We do
not ever tune the value of any weights in the network, not
even the batch norm [11] parameters or first or last layer.

In [5], Frankle and Carbin articulate The Lottery Ticket
Hypothesis: neural networks contain sparse subnetworks
that can be effectively trained from scratch when reset to
their initialization. We offer a complimentary conjecture:
within a sufficiently overparameterized neural network with
random weights (e.g. at initialization), there exists a subnet-
work that achieves competitive accuracy. Specifically, the
test accuracy of the subnetwork is able to match the accu-
racy of a trained network with the same number of parame-
ters.

This work is catalyzed by the recent advances of Zhou et
al. [33]. By sampling subnetworks in the forward pass, they
first demonstrate that subnetworks of randomly weighted
neural networks can achieve impressive accuracy. However,
we hypothesize that stochasticity may limit their perfor-
mance. As the number of parameters in the network grows,
they are likely to have a high variability in their sampled
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Abstract

Training a neural network is synonymous with learn-
ing the values of the weights. In contrast, we demon-
strate that randomly weighted neural networks contain sub-
networks which achieve impressive performance without
ever modifying the weight values. Hidden in a randomly
weighted Wide ResNet-50 [32] we find a subnetwork (with
random weights) that is smaller than, but matches the per-
formance of a ResNet-34 [9] trained on ImageNet [4]. Not
only do these “untrained subnetworks” exist, but we pro-
vide an algorithm to effectively find them. We empiri-
cally show that as randomly weighted neural networks with
fixed weights grow wider and deeper, an “untrained subnet-
work” approaches a network with learned weights in ac-
curacy. Our code and pretrained models are available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hidden-networks.

1. Introduction

What lies hidden in an overparameterized neural network
with random weights? If the distribution is properly scaled,
then it contains a subnetwork which performs well without
ever modifying the values of the weights (as illustrated by
Figure 1).

The number of subnetworks is combinatorial in the size
of the network, and modern neural networks contain mil-
lions or even billions of parameters [24]. We should expect
that even a randomly weighted neural network contains a
subnetwork that performs well on a given task. In this work,
we provide an algorithm to find these subnetworks.

Finding subnetworks contrasts with the prevailing
paradigm for neural network training – learning the values
of the weights by stochastic gradient descent. Tradition-
ally, the network structure is either fixed during training
(e.g. ResNet [9] or MobileNet [10]), or optimized in con-
junction with the weight values (e.g. Neural Architecture
Search (NAS)). We instead optimize to find a good subnet-

⇤equal contribution
†Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
‡University of Washington

A subnetwork
⌧ � of N
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Figure 1. If a neural network with random weights (center) is suffi-
ciently overparameterized, it will contain a subnetwork (right) that
perform as well as a trained neural network (left) with the same
number of parameters.

work within a fixed, randomly weighted network. We do
not ever tune the value of any weights in the network, not
even the batch norm [11] parameters or first or last layer.

In [5], Frankle and Carbin articulate The Lottery Ticket
Hypothesis: neural networks contain sparse subnetworks
that can be effectively trained from scratch when reset to
their initialization. We offer a complimentary conjecture:
within a sufficiently overparameterized neural network with
random weights (e.g. at initialization), there exists a subnet-
work that achieves competitive accuracy. Specifically, the
test accuracy of the subnetwork is able to match the accu-
racy of a trained network with the same number of parame-
ters.

This work is catalyzed by the recent advances of Zhou et
al. [33]. By sampling subnetworks in the forward pass, they
first demonstrate that subnetworks of randomly weighted
neural networks can achieve impressive accuracy. However,
we hypothesize that stochasticity may limit their perfor-
mance. As the number of parameters in the network grows,
they are likely to have a high variability in their sampled
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Figure 3. Going Deeper: Experimenting with shallow to deep neural networks on CIFAR-10 [13]. As the network becomes deeper, we
are able to find subnetworks at initialization that perform as well as the dense original network when trained. The baselines are drawn as a
horizontal line as we are not varying the % of weights. When we write Weights ⇠ D we mean that the weights are randomly drawn from
distribution D and are never tuned. Instead we find subnetworks with size (% of Weights)/100 * (Total # of Weights).

4. Experiments

We demonstrate the efficacy of randomly weighted neu-
ral networks for image recognition on standard benchmark
datasets CIFAR-10 [13] and ImageNet [4]. This section is
organized as follows: in Section 4.1 we discuss the experi-
mental setup and hyperparameters. We perform a series of
ablations at small scale: we examine the effect of k, the %
of Weights which remain in the subnetwork, and the effect
of width. In Section 4.4 we compare against the algorithm
of Zhou et al., followed by Section 4.5 in which we study
the effect of the distribution used to sample the weights.
We conclude with Section 4.6, where we optimize to find
subnetworks of randomly weighted neural networks which
achieve good performance on ImageNet.

4.1. Experimental Setup

We use two different distributions for the weights in our
network:

• Kaiming Normal [8], which we denote Nk. Follow-
ing the notation in section 3.2 the Kaiming Normal dis-
tribution is defined as Nk = N

⇣
0,
p

2/n`�1

⌘
where

N denotes the normal distribution.

• Signed Kaiming Constant which we denote Uk. Here
we set each weight to be a constant and randomly
choose its sign to be + or �. The constant we choose
is the standard deviation of Kaiming Normal, and as a
result the variance is the same. We use the notation Uk

as we are sampling uniformly from the set {��k, �k}
where �k is the standard deviation for Kaiming Nor-
mal (i.e.

p
2/n`�1).

In Section 4.5 we reflect on the importance of the random
distribution and experiment with alternatives.

Model Conv2 Conv4 Conv6 Conv8

Conv
Layers 64, 64, pool

64, 64, pool
128, 128, pool

64, 64, pool
128, 128, pool
256, 256, pool

64, 64, pool
128, 128, pool
256, 256, pool
512, 512, pool

FC 256, 256, 10 256, 256, 10 256, 256, 10 256, 256, 10

Table 1. For completeness we provide the architecture of the sim-
ple VGG-like [27] architectures used for CIFAR-10 [13], which
are identical to those used by Frankle and Carbin [5] and Zhou et
al. [33]. However, the slightly deeper Conv8 does not appear in the
previous work. Each model first performs convolutions followed
by the fully connected (FC) layers, and pool denotes max-pooling.

On CIFAR-10 [13] we experiment with simple VGG-like
architectures of varying depth. These architectures are also
used by Frankle and Carbin [5] and Zhou et al. [33] and
are provided in Table 1. On ImageNet we experiment with
ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 [9], as well as their wide vari-
ants [32]. In every experiment (for all baselines, datasets,
and our algorithm) we optimize for 100 epochs and report
the last epoch accuracy on the validation set. When we op-
timize with Adam [12] we do not decay the learning rate.
When we optimize with SGD we use cosine learning rate
decay [20]. On CIFAR-10 [13] we train our models with
weight decay 1e-4, momentum 0.9, batch size 128, and
learning rate 0.1. We also often run both an Adam and SGD
baseline where the weights are learned. The Adam baseline
uses the same learning rate and batch size as in [5, 33]3. For
the SGD baseline we find that training does not converge
with learning rate 0.1, and so we use 0.01. As standard we
also use weight decay 1e-4, momentum 0.9, and batch size
128. For the ImageNet experiments we use the hyperparam-

3Batch size 60, learning rate 2e-4, 3e-4 and 3e-4 for Conv2, Conv4,
and Conv6 respectively Conv8 is not tested in [5], though we use find that
learning rate 3e-4 still performs well.

For each edge #, %
with fixed weight &'(

assign a score )'(

Forward: Use the 
edges corresponding 
to the top-*% scores

Backward: Update all the 
scores with the straight-

through estimator
%

i.e. if the weighted output
&'(+' of node # is aligned 
with the negative gradient 
to %’s input ,(, increase )'(

)'( ← )'( − /
0ℒ
0,(

&'(+'#

Figure 2. In the edge-popup Algorithm, we associate a score with each edge. On the forward pass we choose the top edges by score.
On the backward pass we update the scores of all the edges with the straight-through estimator, allowing helpful edges that are “dead” to
re-enter the subnetwork. We never update the value of any weight in the network, only the score associated with each weight.

Linear Classifiers and Pruning at Initialization

Linear classifiers on top of randomly weighted neural
networks are often used as baselines in unsupervised learn-
ing [21, 3]. This work is different in motivation, we search
for untrained subnetworks which achieve high performance
without changing any weight values. This also differs
from methods which prune at initialization and modify the
weights of the discovered subnetwork [18, 17] or methods
which modify a subset of the weights [25].

3. Method

In this section we present our optimization method for
finding effective subnetworks within randomly weighted
neural networks. We begin by building intuition in an un-
usual setting – the infinite width limit. Next we motivate
and present our algorithm for finding effective subnetworks.

3.1. Intuition

The Existence of Good Subnetworks

Modern neural networks have a staggering number of
possible subnetworks. Consequently, even at initialization,
a neural network should contain a subnetwork which per-
forms well.

To build intuition we will consider an extreme case – a
neural network N in the infinite width limit (for a convolu-
tional neural networks, the width of the network is the num-
ber of channels). As in Figure 1, let ⌧ be a network with
the same structure of N that achieves good accuracy. If the
weights of N are initialized using any standard scaling of a
normal distribution, e.g. xavier [7] or kaiming [8], then we
may show there exists a subnetwork of N that achieves the
same performance as ⌧ without training. Let q be the prob-
ability that a given subnetwork of N has weights that are
close enough to ⌧ to obtain the same accuracy. This proba-
bility q is extremely small, but it is still nonzero. Therefore,
the probability that no subnetwork of N is close enough to
⌧ is effectively (1 � q)S where S is the number of subnet-
works. S grows very quickly with the width of the network,
and this probability becomes arbitrarily small.
How Should We Find A Good Subnetwork

Even if there are good subnetworks in randomly
weighted neural networks, how should we find them?

Zhou et al. learn an associated probability p with each
weight w in the network. On the forward pass they include
weight w with probability p (where p is the output of a sig-
moid) and otherwise zero it out. The infinite width limit
provides intuition for a possible shortcoming of the algo-
rithm presented by Zhou et al. [33]. Even if the parameters
p are fixed, the algorithm will likely never observe the same
subnetwork twice. As such, the gradient estimate becomes
more unstable, and this in turn may make training difficult.

Our algorithm for finding a good subnetwork is illus-
trated by Figure 2. With each weight w in the neural net-
work we learn a positive, real valued popup score s. The
subnetwork is then chosen by selecting the weights in each
layer corresponding to the top-k% highest scores. For sim-
plicity we use the same value of k for all layers.

How should we update the score suv? Consider a single
edge in a fully connected layer which connects neuron u to
neuron v. Let wuv be the weight of this edge, and suv the
associated score. If this score is initially low then wuv is not
selected in the forward pass. But we would still like a way
to update its score to allow it to pop back up. Informally,
with backprop [26] we compute how the loss “wants” node
v’s input to change (i.e. the negative gradient). We then
examine the weighted output of node u. If this weighted
output is aligned with the negative gradient, then node u
can take node v’s output where the loss “wants” it to go.
Accordingly, we should increase the score. If this align-
ment happens consistently, then the score will continue to
increase and the edge will re-enter the chosen subnetwork
(i.e. popup).

More formally, if wuvZu denotes the weighted output of
neuron u, and Iv denotes the input of neuron v, then we
update suv as

suv  suv � ↵
@L
@Iv

Zuwuv. (1)

This argument and the analysis that follows is motivated
and guided by the work of [30]. In their work, however, they
do not consider a score and are instead directly updating the

Q: Is the strong LTH universally true? 

I.e., Can we always approximate a target NN 
by pruning a larger random network?

Woah, hold on…
You can get a high accuracy model… 

WITHOUT SGD??

well, if the larger net contains all possible weights..



Conclusions & Open Problems
• “Trainable” sparse nets are desirable
• "early” LTH = winning tickets exist at initialization
• later stage LTH = well, not quite, you have to train a bit first
• Finding LTs at init seems hard. Is it impossible though?
• Many extensions to BERT, Low-rank models, structured pruning
• Pruning is learning? WTFeta?

Open Questions:
• Sparsity vs overparameterization
• Can we prune at initialization
• Where’s the math??



Part II: Theory
(mostly existential results)



Do lottery tickets exist?

•Even in the absence of computational concerns, do LTs exist?

• If so, under what conditions?

•Provable poly-time algorithms?
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Proving the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Pruning is All You Need

Eran Malach!1, Gilad Yehudai!2, Shai Shalev-Shwartz1, and Ohad Shamir2

1School of Computer Science, Hebrew University
2Weizmann Institute of Science

Abstract

The lottery ticket hypothesis (Frankle and Carbin, 2018), states that a randomly-initialized network
contains a small subnetwork such that, when trained in isolation, can compete with the performance of
the original network. We prove an even stronger hypothesis (as was also conjectured in Ramanujan et
al., 2019), showing that for every bounded distribution and every target network with bounded weights, a
sufficiently over-parameterized neural network with random weights contains a subnetwork with roughly
the same accuracy as the target network, without any further training.

1 Introduction

Neural network pruning is a popular method to reduce the size of a trained model, allowing efficient com-

putation during inference time, with minimal loss in accuracy. However, such a method still requires the

process of training an over-parameterized network, as training a pruned network from scratch seems to fail

(see [10]). Recently, a work by Frankle and Carbin [10] has presented a surprising phenomenon: pruned

neural networks can be trained to achieve good performance, when resetting their weights to their initial

values. Hence, the authors state the lottery ticket hypothesis: a randomly-initialized neural network contains

a subnetwork such that, when trained in isolation, can match the performance of the original network.

This observation has attracted great interest, with various follow-up works trying to understand this

intriguing phenomenon. Specifically, very recent works by Zhou et al. [37], Ramanujan et al. [27] presented

algorithms to find subnetworks that already achieve good performance, without any training. [27] stated the

following conjecture: a sufficiently over-parameterized neural network with random initialization contains

a subnetwork that achieves competitive accuracy (with respect to the large trained network), without any

training. This conjecture can be viewed as a stronger version of the lottery ticket hypothesis.

In this work, we prove this stronger conjecture, in the case of over-parameterized neural networks.

Moreover, we differentiate between two types of subnetworks: subnetworks where specific weights are

removed (weight-subnetworks) and subnetworks where entire neurons are removed (neuron-subnetworks).

First, we show that a ReLU network of arbitrary depth l can be approximated by finding a weight-subnetwork

of a random network of depth 2l and sufficient width. Second, we show that depth-two (one hidden-layer)

networks have neuron-subnetworks that are competitive with the best random-features classifier (i.e. the best

classifier achieved when training only the second layer of the network). Hence, we imply that for shallow

networks, training the second layer of the network is equivalent to pruning entire neurons of a sufficiently

!equal contribution
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Main idea: 
If there are enough weights in the random network, 

one can approximately find the weights of the target network

What’s Hidden in a Randomly Weighted Neural Network?

Vivek Ramanujan ⇤ † Mitchell Wortsman ⇤ ‡ Aniruddha Kembhavi † ‡

Ali Farhadi ‡ Mohammad Rastegari ‡

Abstract

Training a neural network is synonymous with learn-
ing the values of the weights. In contrast, we demon-
strate that randomly weighted neural networks contain sub-
networks which achieve impressive performance without
ever modifying the weight values. Hidden in a randomly
weighted Wide ResNet-50 [32] we find a subnetwork (with
random weights) that is smaller than, but matches the per-
formance of a ResNet-34 [9] trained on ImageNet [4]. Not
only do these “untrained subnetworks” exist, but we pro-
vide an algorithm to effectively find them. We empiri-
cally show that as randomly weighted neural networks with
fixed weights grow wider and deeper, an “untrained subnet-
work” approaches a network with learned weights in ac-
curacy. Our code and pretrained models are available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hidden-networks.

1. Introduction

What lies hidden in an overparameterized neural network
with random weights? If the distribution is properly scaled,
then it contains a subnetwork which performs well without
ever modifying the values of the weights (as illustrated by
Figure 1).

The number of subnetworks is combinatorial in the size
of the network, and modern neural networks contain mil-
lions or even billions of parameters [24]. We should expect
that even a randomly weighted neural network contains a
subnetwork that performs well on a given task. In this work,
we provide an algorithm to find these subnetworks.

Finding subnetworks contrasts with the prevailing
paradigm for neural network training – learning the values
of the weights by stochastic gradient descent. Tradition-
ally, the network structure is either fixed during training
(e.g. ResNet [9] or MobileNet [10]), or optimized in con-
junction with the weight values (e.g. Neural Architecture
Search (NAS)). We instead optimize to find a good subnet-

⇤equal contribution
†Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
‡University of Washington

A subnetwork
⌧ � of N
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Randomly initialized
neural network N
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A neural network
⌧ which achieves
good performance
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Figure 1. If a neural network with random weights (center) is suffi-
ciently overparameterized, it will contain a subnetwork (right) that
perform as well as a trained neural network (left) with the same
number of parameters.

work within a fixed, randomly weighted network. We do
not ever tune the value of any weights in the network, not
even the batch norm [11] parameters or first or last layer.

In [5], Frankle and Carbin articulate The Lottery Ticket
Hypothesis: neural networks contain sparse subnetworks
that can be effectively trained from scratch when reset to
their initialization. We offer a complimentary conjecture:
within a sufficiently overparameterized neural network with
random weights (e.g. at initialization), there exists a subnet-
work that achieves competitive accuracy. Specifically, the
test accuracy of the subnetwork is able to match the accu-
racy of a trained network with the same number of parame-
ters.

This work is catalyzed by the recent advances of Zhou et
al. [33]. By sampling subnetworks in the forward pass, they
first demonstrate that subnetworks of randomly weighted
neural networks can achieve impressive accuracy. However,
we hypothesize that stochasticity may limit their perfor-
mance. As the number of parameters in the network grows,
they are likely to have a high variability in their sampled
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Malach et al. Proving the Strong LTH

BUT… Ramanujan et al., prune a random WideResnet50 
to approximate a Resnet 34

Note: 
This proves ANYTHING can be found in a larger net, e.g., 

vanilla LTs at init,
later iteration LTs

“optimal” LTs



Sketch of Malach et al.
Main idea: 

If there are enough weights
one can approximately find the target NN
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target weight pruning a highly over-parameterized network
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Lemma: if we draw 1/ε random weights, 
one will be ε-close to target with constant. probability

The general theorem is a more involved extension of this idea

poly(1/ε) dependence unavoidable, if you prune down to one weight
So we can’t improve on this?



What’s Hidden in a Randomly Weighted Neural Network?
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Abstract

Training a neural network is synonymous with learn-
ing the values of the weights. In contrast, we demon-
strate that randomly weighted neural networks contain sub-
networks which achieve impressive performance without
ever modifying the weight values. Hidden in a randomly
weighted Wide ResNet-50 [32] we find a subnetwork (with
random weights) that is smaller than, but matches the per-
formance of a ResNet-34 [9] trained on ImageNet [4]. Not
only do these “untrained subnetworks” exist, but we pro-
vide an algorithm to effectively find them. We empiri-
cally show that as randomly weighted neural networks with
fixed weights grow wider and deeper, an “untrained subnet-
work” approaches a network with learned weights in ac-
curacy. Our code and pretrained models are available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hidden-networks.

1. Introduction

What lies hidden in an overparameterized neural network
with random weights? If the distribution is properly scaled,
then it contains a subnetwork which performs well without
ever modifying the values of the weights (as illustrated by
Figure 1).

The number of subnetworks is combinatorial in the size
of the network, and modern neural networks contain mil-
lions or even billions of parameters [24]. We should expect
that even a randomly weighted neural network contains a
subnetwork that performs well on a given task. In this work,
we provide an algorithm to find these subnetworks.

Finding subnetworks contrasts with the prevailing
paradigm for neural network training – learning the values
of the weights by stochastic gradient descent. Tradition-
ally, the network structure is either fixed during training
(e.g. ResNet [9] or MobileNet [10]), or optimized in con-
junction with the weight values (e.g. Neural Architecture
Search (NAS)). We instead optimize to find a good subnet-

⇤equal contribution
†Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
‡University of Washington

A subnetwork
⌧ � of N
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Randomly initialized
neural network N
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Figure 1. If a neural network with random weights (center) is suffi-
ciently overparameterized, it will contain a subnetwork (right) that
perform as well as a trained neural network (left) with the same
number of parameters.

work within a fixed, randomly weighted network. We do
not ever tune the value of any weights in the network, not
even the batch norm [11] parameters or first or last layer.

In [5], Frankle and Carbin articulate The Lottery Ticket
Hypothesis: neural networks contain sparse subnetworks
that can be effectively trained from scratch when reset to
their initialization. We offer a complimentary conjecture:
within a sufficiently overparameterized neural network with
random weights (e.g. at initialization), there exists a subnet-
work that achieves competitive accuracy. Specifically, the
test accuracy of the subnetwork is able to match the accu-
racy of a trained network with the same number of parame-
ters.

This work is catalyzed by the recent advances of Zhou et
al. [33]. By sampling subnetworks in the forward pass, they
first demonstrate that subnetworks of randomly weighted
neural networks can achieve impressive accuracy. However,
we hypothesize that stochasticity may limit their perfor-
mance. As the number of parameters in the network grows,
they are likely to have a high variability in their sampled
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Our work: Exponentially tighter Strong LTH
What’s Hidden in a Randomly Weighted Neural Network?
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Abstract

Training a neural network is synonymous with learn-
ing the values of the weights. In contrast, we demon-
strate that randomly weighted neural networks contain sub-
networks which achieve impressive performance without
ever modifying the weight values. Hidden in a randomly
weighted Wide ResNet-50 [32] we find a subnetwork (with
random weights) that is smaller than, but matches the per-
formance of a ResNet-34 [9] trained on ImageNet [4]. Not
only do these “untrained subnetworks” exist, but we pro-
vide an algorithm to effectively find them. We empiri-
cally show that as randomly weighted neural networks with
fixed weights grow wider and deeper, an “untrained subnet-
work” approaches a network with learned weights in ac-
curacy. Our code and pretrained models are available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hidden-networks.

1. Introduction

What lies hidden in an overparameterized neural network
with random weights? If the distribution is properly scaled,
then it contains a subnetwork which performs well without
ever modifying the values of the weights (as illustrated by
Figure 1).

The number of subnetworks is combinatorial in the size
of the network, and modern neural networks contain mil-
lions or even billions of parameters [24]. We should expect
that even a randomly weighted neural network contains a
subnetwork that performs well on a given task. In this work,
we provide an algorithm to find these subnetworks.

Finding subnetworks contrasts with the prevailing
paradigm for neural network training – learning the values
of the weights by stochastic gradient descent. Tradition-
ally, the network structure is either fixed during training
(e.g. ResNet [9] or MobileNet [10]), or optimized in con-
junction with the weight values (e.g. Neural Architecture
Search (NAS)). We instead optimize to find a good subnet-

⇤equal contribution
†Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
‡University of Washington
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Figure 1. If a neural network with random weights (center) is suffi-
ciently overparameterized, it will contain a subnetwork (right) that
perform as well as a trained neural network (left) with the same
number of parameters.

work within a fixed, randomly weighted network. We do
not ever tune the value of any weights in the network, not
even the batch norm [11] parameters or first or last layer.

In [5], Frankle and Carbin articulate The Lottery Ticket
Hypothesis: neural networks contain sparse subnetworks
that can be effectively trained from scratch when reset to
their initialization. We offer a complimentary conjecture:
within a sufficiently overparameterized neural network with
random weights (e.g. at initialization), there exists a subnet-
work that achieves competitive accuracy. Specifically, the
test accuracy of the subnetwork is able to match the accu-
racy of a trained network with the same number of parame-
ters.

This work is catalyzed by the recent advances of Zhou et
al. [33]. By sampling subnetworks in the forward pass, they
first demonstrate that subnetworks of randomly weighted
neural networks can achieve impressive accuracy. However,
we hypothesize that stochasticity may limit their perfor-
mance. As the number of parameters in the network grows,
they are likely to have a high variability in their sampled
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<latexit sha1_base64="5Bi1LqWFuOzJm9ISG6nXyvbq6c4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdEdRCDNpYJmAukCxhdvYkGTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHV+O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2It7ljGpjVYNOoeiUnInIPLg/ULx4t8+Tt0+70il8tIOYpSFGmgmqVMt1Eu1lVGrOBI7sdqowoWxAe9gyGNEQlZdNBh2RA+MEpBtL8yJNJu7vjoyGSg1D31SGVPfVbDY2/8taqe6eehmPklRjxKYfdVNBdEzGW5OAS2RaDA1QJrmZlbA+lZRpcxvbHMGdXXke6kcl97h0VnWK5UuYKg97sA+H4MIJlOEaKlADBgj38AhP1q31YD1bL9PSnPXTswt/ZL1+AytfkDE=</latexit>

l

<latexit sha1_base64="jL6mHRIo/3V2Mp2+XpQund8ttA8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdEdRCDNpYJmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHV+O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqqJTKDolZyIyD+4PFC/e7fPk7dOudAof7W7M0hAjzQRVquU6ifYyKjVnAkd2O1WYUDagPWwZjGiIyssmg47IgXG6JIileZEmE/d3R0ZDpYahbypDqvtqNhub/2WtVAenXsajJNUYselHQSqIjsl4a9LlEpkWQwOUSW5mJaxPJWXa3MY2R3BnV56H+lHJPS6dVZ1i+RKmysMe7MMhuHACZbiGCtSAAcI9PMKTdWs9WM/Wy7Q0Z/307MIfWa/fN3+QOQ==</latexit>

2l

<latexit sha1_base64="oiia0Q9Zq/319yTAHM6vzykBMeg=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK3jrerSTbAIrspMEdSFWHTjsoq9QDuUTJppQzOZkGSEMvQN3LhQxG0fxr0b8W1MLwtt/SHw8f/nkHNOKDnTxvO+naXlldW19dyGu7m1vbOb39uv6SRVhFZJwhPVCLGmnAlaNcxw2pCK4jjktB72b8Z5/ZEqzRLxYAaSBjHuChYxgo217ku8nS94RW8itAj+DApXH+6lHH25lXb+s9VJSBpTYQjHWjd9T5ogw8owwunQbaWaSkz6uEubFgWOqQ6yyaRDdGydDooSZZ8waOL+7shwrPUgDm1ljE1Pz2dj87+smZroPMiYkKmhgkw/ilKOTILGa6MOU5QYPrCAiWJ2VkR6WGFi7HFcewR/fuVFqJWK/mnx4s4rlK9hqhwcwhGcgA9nUIZbqEAVCETwBC/w6vSdZ+fNeZ+WLjmzngP4I2f0A6hdkHU=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="uMIhLPa6bR2kN+LQEiBipnnKLD8=">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</latexit>

Malach et al. Our work

winning a subset span lotterywinning a single weight lottery



The Subset Span approach



Malach theorem = pruning ε-nets
X1

<latexit sha1_base64="69VcRrUTG3dI/hBmZ/aB/RwBSb0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrKnjxMhgET2FXBPUW4sVjguYByRJmJ73JkNnZZWZWCCGf4MWDIl69+hd+gTcvfouTx0ETCxqKqm66u4JEcG1c98tZWl5ZXVvPbGQ3t7Z3dnN7+zUdp4phlcUiVo2AahRcYtVwI7CRKKRRILAe9K/Hfv0eleaxvDODBP2IdiUPOaPGSreNttfO5d2COwFZJN6M5IuHlW/+Xvoot3OfrU7M0gilYYJq3fTcxPhDqgxnAkfZVqoxoaxPu9i0VNIItT+cnDoiJ1bpkDBWtqQhE/X3xJBGWg+iwHZG1PT0vDcW//OaqQkv/SGXSWpQsumiMBXExGT8N+lwhcyIgSWUKW5vJaxHFWXGppO1IXjzLy+S2lnBOy9cVWwaJZgiA0dwDKfgwQUU4QbKUAUGXXiAJ3h2hPPovDiv09YlZzZzAH/gvP0AvWmRKQ==</latexit>

X2

<latexit sha1_base64="uHnyjh8/dWIH5K/w9ZQXc0yqJ6o=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuENQuxMYyQfOAZAmzk9lkyOzMMjMrhCWfYGOhiK2tf+EX2Nn4LU4ehSYeuHA4517uvSeIOdPGdb+czMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2homShC60RyqVoB1pQzQeuGGU5bsaI4CjhtBsPrid+8p0ozKe7MKKZ+hPuChYxgY6XbVrfUzRfcojsFWibenBTKR7Vv9l75qHbzn52eJElEhSEca9323Nj4KVaGEU7HuU6iaYzJEPdp21KBI6r9dHrqGJ1apYdCqWwJg6bq74kUR1qPosB2RtgM9KI3Ef/z2okJL/2UiTgxVJDZojDhyEg0+Rv1mKLE8JElmChmb0VkgBUmxqaTsyF4iy8vk0ap6J0Xr2o2jQrMkIVjOIEz8OACynADVagDgT48wBM8O9x5dF6c11lrxpnPHMIfOG8/vu2RKg==</latexit>

X3

<latexit sha1_base64="ClSunIy8tSr9XIK0EQNaCQKj0FE=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuCmoXYmOZoHlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJPsLFQxNbWv/AL7Gz8FiePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjul9OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV1lChCayTikWoGWFPOJK0ZZjhtxopiEXDaCAbXY79xT5Vmkbwzw5j6AvckCxnBxkq3zc5ZJ19wi+4EaJF4M1IoHVS/2Xv5o9LJf7a7EUkElYZwrHXLc2Pjp1gZRjgd5dqJpjEmA9yjLUslFlT76eTUETq2SheFkbIlDZqovydSLLQeisB2Cmz6et4bi/95rcSEl37KZJwYKsl0UZhwZCI0/ht1maLE8KElmChmb0WkjxUmxqaTsyF48y8vkvpp0TsvXlVtGmWYIguHcAQn4MEFlOAGKlADAj14gCd4drjz6Lw4r9PWjDOb2Yc/cN5+AMBxkSs=</latexit>

X4

<latexit sha1_base64="HpXiubWyPrxhLzwCy/sbb1OdZhk=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuBNQuxMYyQfOAZAmzk9lkyOzMMjMrhCWfYGOhiK2tf+EX2Nn4LU4ehSYeuHA4517uvSeIOdPGdb+czMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2homShC60RyqVoB1pQzQeuGGU5bsaI4CjhtBsPrid+8p0ozKe7MKKZ+hPuChYxgY6XbVrfUzRfcojsFWibenBTKR7Vv9l75qHbzn52eJElEhSEca9323Nj4KVaGEU7HuU6iaYzJEPdp21KBI6r9dHrqGJ1apYdCqWwJg6bq74kUR1qPosB2RtgM9KI3Ef/z2okJL/2UiTgxVJDZojDhyEg0+Rv1mKLE8JElmChmb0VkgBUmxqaTsyF4iy8vk8Z50SsVr2o2jQrMkIVjOIEz8OACynADVagDgT48wBM8O9x5dF6c11lrxpnPHMIfOG8/wfWRLA==</latexit>

X5

<latexit sha1_base64="PsuMNR1nnLH0btpLjH8eYq4RubY=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuKGoXYmOZoHlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJPsLFQxNbWv/AL7Gz8FiePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjul9OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV1lChCayTikWoGWFPOJK0ZZjhtxopiEXDaCAbXY79xT5Vmkbwzw5j6AvckCxnBxkq3zc55J19wi+4EaJF4M1IoHVS/2Xv5o9LJf7a7EUkElYZwrHXLc2Pjp1gZRjgd5dqJpjEmA9yjLUslFlT76eTUETq2SheFkbIlDZqovydSLLQeisB2Cmz6et4bi/95rcSEl37KZJwYKsl0UZhwZCI0/ht1maLE8KElmChmb0WkjxUmxqaTsyF48y8vkvpp0TsrXlVtGmWYIguHcAQn4MEFlOAGKlADAj14gCd4drjz6Lw4r9PWjDOb2Yc/cN5+AMN5kS0=</latexit>

Xi ⇠ Uniform R.V

<latexit sha1_base64="Hb4M3UidwaZ1Lr+XFt+geZ7+yC0=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWGwFTyUpgnorevFYxbSFppTNdtsu3U3C7kQsoScv/hUvHhTx6m/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMviAXX4DjfVm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t6xd/fqOkoUZR6NRKSaAdFM8JB5wEGwZqwYkYFgjWB4NfEb90xpHoV3MIpZW5J+yHucEjBSxz4sNTsc+5pL7AN7gNQzbqQkvi3Xx6WOXXTKzhR4kbgZKaIMtY795XcjmkgWAhVE65brxNBOiQJOBRsX/ESzmNAh6bOWoSGRTLfT6RtjfGyULjbbTYWAp+rviZRIrUcyMJ2SwEDPexPxP6+VQO+8nfIwToCFdLaolwgMEZ5kgrtcMQpiZAihiptbMR0QRSiY5AomBHf+5UVSr5Td0/LFTaVYvcziyKMDdIROkIvOUBVdoxryEEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvOymb20R9Ynz/MBpgT</latexit>

prune

X5

<latexit sha1_base64="PsuMNR1nnLH0btpLjH8eYq4RubY=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuKGoXYmOZoHlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJPsLFQxNbWv/AL7Gz8FiePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjul9OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV1lChCayTikWoGWFPOJK0ZZjhtxopiEXDaCAbXY79xT5Vmkbwzw5j6AvckCxnBxkq3zc55J19wi+4EaJF4M1IoHVS/2Xv5o9LJf7a7EUkElYZwrHXLc2Pjp1gZRjgd5dqJpjEmA9yjLUslFlT76eTUETq2SheFkbIlDZqovydSLLQeisB2Cmz6et4bi/95rcSEl37KZJwYKsl0UZhwZCI0/ht1maLE8KElmChmb0WkjxUmxqaTsyF48y8vkvpp0TsrXlVtGmWYIguHcAQn4MEFlOAGKlADAj14gCd4drjz6Lw4r9PWjDOb2Yc/cN5+AMN5kS0=</latexit>

generating enough so that any 
number falls ε-close

pruning = finding closest point to 
ε-net

poly(1/ε) dependence unavoidable

what if we combine subsets of those random weights?



SUBSET Span

X1

<latexit sha1_base64="69VcRrUTG3dI/hBmZ/aB/RwBSb0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrKnjxMhgET2FXBPUW4sVjguYByRJmJ73JkNnZZWZWCCGf4MWDIl69+hd+gTcvfouTx0ETCxqKqm66u4JEcG1c98tZWl5ZXVvPbGQ3t7Z3dnN7+zUdp4phlcUiVo2AahRcYtVwI7CRKKRRILAe9K/Hfv0eleaxvDODBP2IdiUPOaPGSreNttfO5d2COwFZJN6M5IuHlW/+Xvoot3OfrU7M0gilYYJq3fTcxPhDqgxnAkfZVqoxoaxPu9i0VNIItT+cnDoiJ1bpkDBWtqQhE/X3xJBGWg+iwHZG1PT0vDcW//OaqQkv/SGXSWpQsumiMBXExGT8N+lwhcyIgSWUKW5vJaxHFWXGppO1IXjzLy+S2lnBOy9cVWwaJZgiA0dwDKfgwQUU4QbKUAUGXXiAJ3h2hPPovDiv09YlZzZzAH/gvP0AvWmRKQ==</latexit>

X2

<latexit sha1_base64="uHnyjh8/dWIH5K/w9ZQXc0yqJ6o=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuENQuxMYyQfOAZAmzk9lkyOzMMjMrhCWfYGOhiK2tf+EX2Nn4LU4ehSYeuHA4517uvSeIOdPGdb+czMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2homShC60RyqVoB1pQzQeuGGU5bsaI4CjhtBsPrid+8p0ozKe7MKKZ+hPuChYxgY6XbVrfUzRfcojsFWibenBTKR7Vv9l75qHbzn52eJElEhSEca9323Nj4KVaGEU7HuU6iaYzJEPdp21KBI6r9dHrqGJ1apYdCqWwJg6bq74kUR1qPosB2RtgM9KI3Ef/z2okJL/2UiTgxVJDZojDhyEg0+Rv1mKLE8JElmChmb0VkgBUmxqaTsyF4iy8vk0ap6J0Xr2o2jQrMkIVjOIEz8OACynADVagDgT48wBM8O9x5dF6c11lrxpnPHMIfOG8/vu2RKg==</latexit>

X3

<latexit sha1_base64="ClSunIy8tSr9XIK0EQNaCQKj0FE=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuCmoXYmOZoHlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJPsLFQxNbWv/AL7Gz8FiePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjul9OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV1lChCayTikWoGWFPOJK0ZZjhtxopiEXDaCAbXY79xT5Vmkbwzw5j6AvckCxnBxkq3zc5ZJ19wi+4EaJF4M1IoHVS/2Xv5o9LJf7a7EUkElYZwrHXLc2Pjp1gZRjgd5dqJpjEmA9yjLUslFlT76eTUETq2SheFkbIlDZqovydSLLQeisB2Cmz6et4bi/95rcSEl37KZJwYKsl0UZhwZCI0/ht1maLE8KElmChmb0WkjxUmxqaTsyF48y8vkvpp0TsvXlVtGmWYIguHcAQn4MEFlOAGKlADAj14gCd4drjz6Lw4r9PWjDOb2Yc/cN5+AMBxkSs=</latexit>

X4

<latexit sha1_base64="HpXiubWyPrxhLzwCy/sbb1OdZhk=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuBNQuxMYyQfOAZAmzk9lkyOzMMjMrhCWfYGOhiK2tf+EX2Nn4LU4ehSYeuHA4517uvSeIOdPGdb+czMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2homShC60RyqVoB1pQzQeuGGU5bsaI4CjhtBsPrid+8p0ozKe7MKKZ+hPuChYxgY6XbVrfUzRfcojsFWibenBTKR7Vv9l75qHbzn52eJElEhSEca9323Nj4KVaGEU7HuU6iaYzJEPdp21KBI6r9dHrqGJ1apYdCqWwJg6bq74kUR1qPosB2RtgM9KI3Ef/z2okJL/2UiTgxVJDZojDhyEg0+Rv1mKLE8JElmChmb0VkgBUmxqaTsyF4iy8vk8Z50SsVr2o2jQrMkIVjOIEz8OACynADVagDgT48wBM8O9x5dF6c11lrxpnPHMIfOG8/wfWRLA==</latexit>

X5

<latexit sha1_base64="PsuMNR1nnLH0btpLjH8eYq4RubY=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuKGoXYmOZoHlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJPsLFQxNbWv/AL7Gz8FiePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjul9OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV1lChCayTikWoGWFPOJK0ZZjhtxopiEXDaCAbXY79xT5Vmkbwzw5j6AvckCxnBxkq3zc55J19wi+4EaJF4M1IoHVS/2Xv5o9LJf7a7EUkElYZwrHXLc2Pjp1gZRjgd5dqJpjEmA9yjLUslFlT76eTUETq2SheFkbIlDZqovydSLLQeisB2Cmz6et4bi/95rcSEl37KZJwYKsl0UZhwZCI0/ht1maLE8KElmChmb0WkjxUmxqaTsyF48y8vkvpp0TsrXlVtGmWYIguHcAQn4MEFlOAGKlADAj14gCd4drjz6Lw4r9PWjDOb2Yc/cN5+AMN5kS0=</latexit>

prune

pruning = finding best subset sum to approximate target
Note: this is like a “batch” version of single parameter pruning 

Q: how many RVs do I need for an ε-approximation?

X2

<latexit sha1_base64="uHnyjh8/dWIH5K/w9ZQXc0yqJ6o=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuENQuxMYyQfOAZAmzk9lkyOzMMjMrhCWfYGOhiK2tf+EX2Nn4LU4ehSYeuHA4517uvSeIOdPGdb+czMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2homShC60RyqVoB1pQzQeuGGU5bsaI4CjhtBsPrid+8p0ozKe7MKKZ+hPuChYxgY6XbVrfUzRfcojsFWibenBTKR7Vv9l75qHbzn52eJElEhSEca9323Nj4KVaGEU7HuU6iaYzJEPdp21KBI6r9dHrqGJ1apYdCqWwJg6bq74kUR1qPosB2RtgM9KI3Ef/z2okJL/2UiTgxVJDZojDhyEg0+Rv1mKLE8JElmChmb0VkgBUmxqaTsyF4iy8vk0ap6J0Xr2o2jQrMkIVjOIEz8OACynADVagDgT48wBM8O9x5dF6c11lrxpnPHMIfOG8/vu2RKg==</latexit>

X5

<latexit sha1_base64="PsuMNR1nnLH0btpLjH8eYq4RubY=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuKGoXYmOZoHlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJPsLFQxNbWv/AL7Gz8FiePQhMPXDiccy/33hPEnGnjul9OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV1lChCayTikWoGWFPOJK0ZZjhtxopiEXDaCAbXY79xT5Vmkbwzw5j6AvckCxnBxkq3zc55J19wi+4EaJF4M1IoHVS/2Xv5o9LJf7a7EUkElYZwrHXLc2Pjp1gZRjgd5dqJpjEmA9yjLUslFlT76eTUETq2SheFkbIlDZqovydSLLQeisB2Cmz6et4bi/95rcSEl37KZJwYKsl0UZhwZCI0/ht1maLE8KElmChmb0WkjxUmxqaTsyF48y8vkvpp0TsrXlVtGmWYIguHcAQn4MEFlOAGKlADAj14gCd4drjz6Lw4r9PWjDOb2Yc/cN5+AMN5kS0=</latexit>

The above approximation result for random Xi’s is drawn from a line of work on the random SubsetSum
problem [28–31]. In particular, Lueker [31] showed that one can achieve an ✏-approximation of any target
number t 2 [�1, 1], with only O(log (1/✏)) i.i.d. samples from any distribution that contains a uniform
distribution on [�1, 1], by using the solution to the following (NP-hard in general) problem

min
S

�����t �
X

i2S

Xi

����� .

Adapting this result to ReLU activation functions is precisely what allows us to get an exponential improvement
on the over-parameterization required for the strong LTH to be true.

Our Contributions: In this work, by adapting the random SubsetSum results of Lueker [31] to ReLU
activation functions, we offer an exponential improvement on the over-parameterization required for the
strong LTH to be true. In particular we establish the following result.

Theorem 1. (informal) A randomly initialized network with width O(d log(dl/min{✏, �})) and depth 2l, with

probability at least 1 � �, can be pruned to approximate any neural network with width d and depth l, up to

error ✏.

The formal statement of Theorem 1 is provided in Section 3. Note that in the above result, no training is
required to obtain the sparser network within the random model, i.e., pruning is all you need. Further, note
that we guarantee a good approximation to any network of fixed width and depth by pruning a single larger
network that is logarithmically wider. That is, the set of networks obtained by pruning the larger random
network amounts to an ✏-net with regards to the smaller target networks.

We then show that this logarithmic over-parameterization is essentially optimal for constant depth
networks. Specifically, we provide a lower bound for 2-layered networks that matches the upper bound
proposed in Theorem 1, up to logarithmic terms with regards to the width:

Theorem 2. (informal) There exists a 2-layer neural network with width d which cannot be approximated to

error within ✏ by pruning a randomly initialized 2-layer network, unless the random network has width at

least ⌦(d log(1/✏)).

The formal statement of Theorem 2 is provided in Section 4. To the best of our knowledge, [1] and
our paper are the only works that mathematically prove the strong lottery ticket hypothesis, and this work
provides the tightest bounds for the required over-parameterization known so far.

Notation We use lower-case letters to represent scalars, e.g., we may use w to denote the weight of a single
link between two neurons. We use bold lower-case letters to denote vectors, for example, v,u,v1,v2. The
i-th coordinate of the vector v is denoted as vi. Finally, matrices are denoted by bold upper-case letters. For
a vector v, We use kvk to denote its `2 norm. If a matrix W has dimension d1 ⇥ d2, we say W 2 Rd1⇥d2 .
The operator norm of a d1 ⇥ d2 dimensional matrix M is defined as kMk = supx2Rd2 ,kxk=1 kMxk. We denote
the uniform distribution on [a, b] by U [a, b]. We use c, C to denote positive absolute constants, which may
vary from place to place, and their exact values can be inferred from the proof details

2 Preliminaries and Setup
In this work, our goal is to approximate a target network f(x) by pruning a larger network g(x), where
x 2 Rd0 . The target network f is a fully-connected, ReLU neural network of the following form

f(x) = Wl�(Wl�1 . . . �(W1x)), (1)

where Wi has dimension di ⇥ di�1, x 2 Rd0 , and �(·) is the ReLU activation that is, �(x) = x · 1x�0. A
second, larger network g(x) is of the following form

g(x) = M2l�(M2l�1 . . . �(M1x). (2)
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1. Introduction

Define the partition problem as follows. Given n numbers x1, x2, . . . , xn, find values for
�i 2 {�1, 1} so as to minimize

���
nX

i=1

�ixi

���. (1.1)

Also define a related problem called the subset sum problem; here we are given a target
value t and asked to choose �i 2 {0, 1} to minimize

���t�
nX

i=1

�ixi

���. (1.2)

Determining whether the minimum achievable in (1.1), or in (1.2), is 0 is NP-complete, and
thus either minimization problem is NP-hard (see [GJ79, Karp72]).

In this paper we are interested in behavior of this problem when the xi are i.i.d. random
variables. Under fairly general conditions, the median of the solution for the subset sum
problem has been shown to be exponentially small when t is near E

⇥Pn
i=1 xi

⇤
[Luek82]; this

result has found application in the probabilistic analysis of approximation algorithms for
the 0-1 Knapsack problem [Luek82, GMS84]. The median solution to the partition problem
is known to be exponentially small [KKLO86] under fairly general conditions; this paper
commented “a significant question which our results leave open is the expected value of the
di↵erence for the best partition” [KKLO86, p. 643].

Under fairly general conditions on the distribution of the Xi, we show that the expected
value of the solution to these problems is also exponentially small, i.e., of the form O(e�cn),
though we make no claim that we have the best value for the constant c. The proof method
is in some ways similar to the argument in [PIA78]: we model the problem by a sequence
of random variables and then apply a nonlinear transformation to make the sequence
amenable to analysis by martingale theory.

We note that while the bounds developed in [KKLO86, Luek82] on the median are
much more precise than those we show here on the expectation, the bounds in [KKLO86,

⇤ The journal version of this has now appeared in Random Structures and Algorithms 12 (1998), pp. 51–62.
Copyright John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

[Lueker 1998]

Case 3. pk 2 (1/2, 1). Then the right-hand side of (2.14) is at least 1 since one easily
sees that  0 is bounded below by 1/

�
pk(1� pk)

�
over the interval (pk, 1).

Lemma 2.3. If
nX

i=1

Zi � (1 + lg e) ln ⌘�1 � 1
2 , (2.15)

then every number z 2 [�1
2 ,

1
2 ] has an admissible 2⌘-approximation.

Proof. First note that

 (p0) =  (2⌘) = lg(2⌘)� ln(1� 2⌘) + 2⌘/2 � 1 + lg(⌘), (2.16)

and
 (pn) = lg(pn)� ln(1� pn) + pn/2  � ln(1� pn) + 1

2

i.e.,
� ln(1� pn) + 1

2 �  (pn). (2.17)

Using Lemma 2.2 and the assumption of this lemma we have

 (pn) �  (p0) +
nX

i=1

Zi �  (p0) + (1 + lg e) ln ⌘�1 � 1
2 . (2.18)

Adding the left and right sides of (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18) gives

 (p0)� ln(1� pn) + 1
2 +  (pn) � 1 + lg(⌘) +  (pn) +  (p0) + (1 + lg e) ln ⌘�1 � 1

2 ,

which simplifies to

� ln(1� pn) � lg(⌘) + (1 + lg e) ln ⌘�1 = � ln ⌘,

implying 1 � pn  ⌘. Thus the measure of the portion of [�1
2 ,

1
2 ] over which fn is 0 is at

most ⌘. Hence each point z of the interval [�1
2 ,

1
2 ] either has fn(z) = 1 or is within ⌘ of

a point z
0 for which fn(z0) = 1. From the definition of fn, this implies that each point in

[�1
2 ,

1
2 ] has an admissible 2⌘-approximation.

Since we will frequently use the constant 1 + lg e, we will henceforth let C denote this
constant. (The numerical value of C is approximately 2.442695.)

Theorem 2.4. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be i.i.d. uniform over [�1, 1], and let 0 < ⌘ <
1
2 .

Suppose that n/2 � C ln ⌘�1. Then, except with probability bounded by

exp

 
�
�
n/2� C ln ⌘�1

�2

2n

!
,

all values in [�1
2 ,

1
2 ] have admissible 2⌘-approximations.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3.The Subset span is very expressive: 
Every number in [-1,1], can be approximated by taking 

a subset of log(1/ε) RVs



Proof Outline of Theorem 1 To illustrate the connection between the SubsetSum problem and our
objective of approximating a the network by pruning, we start with a toy example where, we approximate a
single weight by pruning a linear network in Subsection 3.1.

In Subsection 3.2, we build up on the idea presented in Subsection 3.1 to show how to approximate a
single weight by pruning a ReLU network (see Lemma 1). Lemma 1 states that we can approximate a single
link with a O(log(1/✏)) wide network. Then in Subsection 3.3, we prove Lemma 2 which says that we can
approximate a neuron with d weights using O(d log(d/✏)) wide network. Moreover, reusing weights allows us
to approximate a whole layer of d neurons with a O(d log(d/✏)) wide network (see Lemma 3, Subsection 3.4).
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1 in Subsection 3.5 by showing that if we can approximate each
layer in the target network individually, we also get a good end-to-end approximation.

3.1 Single Link: Pruning a Linear Network
We now explain our approximation scheme for a single link weight by pruning a random two-layered linear

neural network. Let the scalar target function be f(x) = w · x, where |w|  0.5. To make the task simpler,
let us assume (just for this subsection) that the second layer is deterministic, and has weights that are all
equal to 1. Thus, the over-parameterized neural network g(·), that we will prune, has the following linear
architecture:

g(x) = 1T ax =
nP

i=1
aix,

where 1 is all-ones vector, a = [a1, . . . , an]T , and the weights ai are sampled from U [�1, 1]. Figure 1b shows
a visual representation of this network.

w

x wx

(a) Target weight

(b) Over-parameterized linear network
(c) Over-parameterized ReLU network

Figure 1: (a) Target network is a linear univariate wx. (b) A simplified construction, where we approximate the weight w by

pruning an over-parameterized two-layered linear network with deterministic second layer of all 1s. We only prune the second

layer by setting weights to 0. (c) Our construction from the proof of Lemma 1 that uses ReLU units. Our construction adds an

additional hidden layer of size 2n = O(log(1/✏)). WLOG, assume w � 0. As the hidden layer also has ReLU activation, we

make use of the identity wx = �(wx)� �(�wx) and approximate the two terms separately. We prune the network such that

the (i) top half of the network (ai, bi) approximates �(wx), (ii) and the bottom half (ci, di) approximates ��(�wx) . We only

prune the weights in the second layer (shown in red) for a technical reason which helps us reuse the weights in the first layer

subsequently in the proof of Theorem 1.

Then, the question is how large does n (the width of the random network) need to be so that we can
approximate wx by pruning weights in a. As |x|  1, we see that it is equivalent to following:

P
⇣
9S ✓ [n] :

��w �
P
i2S

ai

��  ✏

⌘
� 1 � �, (5)

where the probability is taken over the randomness in ai’s. Note that this condition is tightly related to a
random instance of the subset sum problem, i.e., minS✓{1,...,n}

��w �
P

i2S ai

�� . This problem was studied by
Lueker [31], who obtains the following result:
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How to approximate a single weight

How do we transform the linear net to a ReLu?
Constraint: Weights have to be uniform and iid.

Direct application of Lueker’s 
theorem



How to approximate a single weight

w
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from weights to neurons to networks

⇠ log
d
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x1
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xd

⇡ wdxd

⇡ w2x2

⇡ w1x1

⇡ wT x

Figure 2: Approximating a single neuron �(wT
x): A diagram showing our construction to approximate a single neuron �(wT

x).

We construct the first hidden layer with d blocks (shown in blue), where each block contains k = O

⇣
log d

✏

⌘
neurons. We first

pre-process the weights by pruning the first layer so that it has a block structure as shown. For ease of visualization, we only

show two connections per block, i.e., each neuron in the i
th

block is connected to xi and (before pruning) the output neuron.

We then use Lemma 1 to show that second layer can be pruned so that i
th

block approximates wixi. Overall, the construction

approximates wTx. Note that, after an initial pre-processing of the first layer, we only prune the second layer so that we can

re-use the weights to approximate other neurons in a layer.

Step 1: Pre-processing M We first begin by pruning M to create a block-diagonal matrix M0. Specifically,
we create M0 by only keep the following non-zero entries:

M0 =

2

6664

u1 0 . . . 0
0 u2 . . . 0
...

... . . . 0
0 0 . . . ud

3

7775
, where ui 2 RC log( d

✏ )

We choose the binary matrix T to be such that M0 = T � M. We also decompose v and s as

s =

2

6664

s1

s2
...
sd

3

7775
, v =

2

6664

v1

v2
...

vd

3

7775
, where si,vi 2 RC log( d

✏ ).

Using this notation, we can express our network as the following:

(s � v)T
�(M0x) =

dX

i=1

(si � vi)
T
�(uixi). (8)

Step 2: Pruning u Let n = C log(d/✏) and define the event Ei,✏ be the following event from the Lemma 1:

Ei,✏ :=

(
sup

w2[�1,1]
inf

si2{0,1}n
sup

x:|x|1
|wx � (vi � si)

T
�(uix)|  ✏

)
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x1

x2

xd

⇡ wT
1 x

⇡ wT
2 x

⇡ wT
d x

Figure 3: Approximating a layer �(Wx): A diagram showing our construction to approximate a layer. Let w1,w2, . . . ,wd

be the d rows of W, i.e., the weights of d neurons. Our construction has an additional hidden layer, which contains d blocks

(highlighted in blue), where each unit contains k = O(log( d✏ ) neurons. We first pre-process the weights by pruning the first layer

so that it has a block structure as shown. For ease of visualization, we only show two connections per block, i.e., each neuron in

the i
th

block is connected to xi and (before pruning) all the output neurons.

Using this notation, we get the following relation:

(S � N)�(M0x) =

2

664

Pd1

j=1(s1,j � v1,j)T
�(ujxj)

...Pd1

j=1(sd2,j � vd2,j)T
�(ujxj)

3

775 (9)

Step 2: Pruning N Note that vi,j and ui contain i.i.d. random variables from Uniform distribution. Let
n = C log(d1d2/✏) and define Ei,j,✏ be the following event from the Lemma 1:

Ei,j,✏ :=

(
sup

w2[�1,1]
inf

si,j2{0,1}n
sup

x:|x|1
|wx � (vi,j � si,j)

T
�(uix)|  ✏

)

Define E✏ :=
T

1id2

T
1jd1

Ei,j,✏ to be the intersection of all individual events. Lemma 1 states that
each event Ei,j, ✏

d1d2
holds with probability 1 � ✏

d1d2
because ui and vi,j have dimensions at least C log(d1d2

✏ ).
By a union bound, the event E ✏

d1d2
holds with probability 1 � ✏. On the event E ✏

d1d2
, we get the following
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Proof Outline of Theorem 1 To illustrate the connection between the SubsetSum problem and our
objective of approximating a the network by pruning, we start with a toy example where, we approximate a
single weight by pruning a linear network in Subsection 3.1.

In Subsection 3.2, we build up on the idea presented in Subsection 3.1 to show how to approximate a
single weight by pruning a ReLU network (see Lemma 1). Lemma 1 states that we can approximate a single
link with a O(log(1/✏)) wide network. Then in Subsection 3.3, we prove Lemma 2 which says that we can
approximate a neuron with d weights using O(d log(d/✏)) wide network. Moreover, reusing weights allows us
to approximate a whole layer of d neurons with a O(d log(d/✏)) wide network (see Lemma 3, Subsection 3.4).
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1 in Subsection 3.5 by showing that if we can approximate each
layer in the target network individually, we also get a good end-to-end approximation.

3.1 Single Link: Pruning a Linear Network
We now explain our approximation scheme for a single link weight by pruning a random two-layered linear

neural network. Let the scalar target function be f(x) = w · x, where |w|  0.5. To make the task simpler,
let us assume (just for this subsection) that the second layer is deterministic, and has weights that are all
equal to 1. Thus, the over-parameterized neural network g(·), that we will prune, has the following linear
architecture:

g(x) = 1T ax =
nP

i=1
aix,

where 1 is all-ones vector, a = [a1, . . . , an]T , and the weights ai are sampled from U [�1, 1]. Figure 1b shows
a visual representation of this network.

(a) Target weight

(b) Over-parameterized linear network

a2

a1

an bn

b1

d2

x

c1

dn

cn

c2

X

i2S1

bi�(aix) ⇡ �(wx)

X

i2S2

di�(cix) ⇡ ��(�wx)
d1 ! 0

b
2 !

0

(c) Over-parameterized ReLU network

Figure 1: (a) Target network is a linear univariate wx. (b) A simplified construction, where we approximate the weight w by

pruning an over-parameterized two-layered linear network with deterministic second layer of all 1s. We only prune the second

layer by setting weights to 0. (c) Our construction from the proof of Lemma 1 that uses ReLU units. Our construction adds an

additional hidden layer of size 2n = O(log(1/✏)). WLOG, assume w � 0. As the hidden layer also has ReLU activation, we

make use of the identity wx = �(wx)� �(�wx) and approximate the two terms separately. We prune the network such that

the (i) top half of the network (ai, bi) approximates �(wx), (ii) and the bottom half (ci, di) approximates ��(�wx) . We only

prune the weights in the second layer (shown in red) for a technical reason which helps us reuse the weights in the first layer

subsequently in the proof of Theorem 1.

Then, the question is how large does n (the width of the random network) need to be so that we can
approximate wx by pruning weights in a. As |x|  1, we see that it is equivalent to following:

P
⇣
9S ✓ [n] :

��w �
P
i2S

ai

��  ✏

⌘
� 1 � �, (5)

where the probability is taken over the randomness in ai’s. Note that this condition is tightly related to a
random instance of the subset sum problem, i.e., minS✓{1,...,n}

��w �
P

i2S ai

�� . This problem was studied by
Lueker [31], who obtains the following result:

5
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All that is left: operator norm bounds for each approximation layer so that 

Our goal is to obtain a pruned version of g by eliminating weights, i.e.,

ĝ(x) = (S2l � M2l)�((S2l�1 � M2l�1) . . . �((S1 � M1)x)), (3)

where each Si is a binary (pruning) matrix, with the same dimension as Mi, and � represents element-wise
product between matrices. Our objective is to obtain a good approximation while controlling the size of
g(·), i.e., the width of Mi’s. In this work we only prune neuron weights, and not entire neurons. We refer
the reader to Malach et al. [1] for the differences between the two approaches: pruning weights and pruning

neurons.
We consider the case where the weight matrices M2l, . . . ,M1 of g(·) are randomly initialized. In particular,

each element of the matrices is an independent sample from U [�1, 1].
The error metric that we use is the uniform approximation over the normed-ball, i.e., bg is ✏-close to f in

the following sense:
max

x2Rd0 :kxk1
kf(x) � bg(x)k  ✏.

Observe that a result of this kind can be generalized from the domain {kxk  1} to an arbitrarily large radius
r, {kxk  r}, by scaling ✏ appropriately. It is necessary, though, to consider only bounded domains because
ReLU neural networks are positive-homogeneous (f(↵x) = ↵f(x) for ↵ � 0) and thus, any non-zero error
can be made arbitrarily large for unbounded domains.

3 Lottery Tickets via Subset Sum
We now present our results for approximating a target network by pruning a sufficiently over-parameterized
neural network. In fact, we prove that a single random, logarithmically over-parameterized neural network
can be pruned to approximate any neural network of a fixed architecture, with high probability. We define F
to be the set of target ReLU neural networks f such that (i) f : Rd0 ! Rdl , (ii) f has depth l (iii) weight
matrix of i-th layer has dimension di ⇥ di�1 and spectral norm at most 1. That is,

F = {f : f(x) = Wl�(Wl�1 . . . �(W1x)), 8i Wi 2 Rdi⇥di�1 and kWik  1} (4)

We prove that a randomly initialized neural network

g(x) = M2l�(M2l�1 . . . �(M1x)),

which has 2l layers and layer widths log di�1dil
min{✏,�} times the corresponding layer widths of F , with probability

1 � �, can approximate any neural network in F up to error ✏. For simplicity, we state our results for matrices
with spectral norm at most 1, but they can readily be generalized to arbitrary norm bounds.

Theorem 1. Let F be as defined in Eq. (4). Consider a randomly initialized 2l-layered neural network

g(x) = M2l�(M2l�1 . . . �(M1x)),

where every weight is drawn from U [�1, 1], M2i has dimension

di ⇥ Cdi�1 log
di�1dil

min{✏, �}
and M2i�1 has dimension

Cdi�1 log
di�1dil

min{✏, �} ⇥ di�1.

Then, with probability at least 1 � �, for every f 2 F ,

min
Si2{0,1}di⇥di�1

sup
kxk1

kf(x) � (S2l � M2l)�((S2l�1 � M2l�1) . . . �((S1 � M1)x)k < ✏.

Note that the above result offers a uniform approximation guarantee for all networks in F by only pruning
a single over-parameterized network g. In this sense if G is the set of all pruned versions of the base neural
network g(x), then our guarantee states that, with probability 1 � �,

sup
f2F

min
ĝ(x)2G

sup
kxk1

kf(x) � ĝ(x)k < ✏.

4



Lower bound via Packing

The above approximation result for random Xi’s is drawn from a line of work on the random SubsetSum
problem [28–31]. In particular, Lueker [31] showed that one can achieve an ✏-approximation of any target
number t 2 [�1, 1], with only O(log (1/✏)) i.i.d. samples from any distribution that contains a uniform
distribution on [�1, 1], by using the solution to the following (NP-hard in general) problem

min
S

�����t �
X

i2S

Xi

����� .

Adapting this result to ReLU activation functions is precisely what allows us to get an exponential improvement
on the over-parameterization required for the strong LTH to be true.

Our Contributions: In this work, by adapting the random SubsetSum results of Lueker [31] to ReLU
activation functions, we offer an exponential improvement on the over-parameterization required for the
strong LTH to be true. In particular we establish the following result.

Theorem 1. (informal) A randomly initialized network with width O(d log(dl/min{✏, �})) and depth 2l, with

probability at least 1 � �, can be pruned to approximate any neural network with width d and depth l, up to

error ✏.

The formal statement of Theorem 1 is provided in Section 3. Note that in the above result, no training is
required to obtain the sparser network within the random model, i.e., pruning is all you need. Further, note
that we guarantee a good approximation to any network of fixed width and depth by pruning a single larger
network that is logarithmically wider. That is, the set of networks obtained by pruning the larger random
network amounts to an ✏-net with regards to the smaller target networks.

We then show that this logarithmic over-parameterization is essentially optimal for constant depth
networks. Specifically, we provide a lower bound for 2-layered networks that matches the upper bound
proposed in Theorem 1, up to logarithmic terms with regards to the width:

Theorem 2. (informal) There exists a 2-layer neural network with width d which cannot be approximated to

error within ✏ by pruning a randomly initialized 2-layer network, unless the random network has width at

least ⌦(d log(1/✏)).

The formal statement of Theorem 2 is provided in Section 4. To the best of our knowledge, [1] and
our paper are the only works that mathematically prove the strong lottery ticket hypothesis, and this work
provides the tightest bounds for the required over-parameterization known so far.

Notation We use lower-case letters to represent scalars, e.g., we may use w to denote the weight of a single
link between two neurons. We use bold lower-case letters to denote vectors, for example, v,u,v1,v2. The
i-th coordinate of the vector v is denoted as vi. Finally, matrices are denoted by bold upper-case letters. For
a vector v, We use kvk to denote its `2 norm. If a matrix W has dimension d1 ⇥ d2, we say W 2 Rd1⇥d2 .
The operator norm of a d1 ⇥ d2 dimensional matrix M is defined as kMk = supx2Rd2 ,kxk=1 kMxk. We denote
the uniform distribution on [a, b] by U [a, b]. We use c, C to denote positive absolute constants, which may
vary from place to place, and their exact values can be inferred from the proof details

2 Preliminaries and Setup
In this work, our goal is to approximate a target network f(x) by pruning a larger network g(x), where
x 2 Rd0 . The target network f is a fully-connected, ReLU neural network of the following form

f(x) = Wl�(Wl�1 . . . �(W1x)), (1)

where Wi has dimension di ⇥ di�1, x 2 Rd0 , and �(·) is the ReLU activation that is, �(x) = x · 1x�0. A
second, larger network g(x) is of the following form

g(x) = M2l�(M2l�1 . . . �(M1x). (2)

3

Proof idea: 
How many ε-separated linear functions can we pack

 in a large pruned matrix?
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Any neural network be approximated by pruning 

a logarithmically overparameterized network of random* weightsWhat’s Hidden in a Randomly Weighted Neural Network?
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Abstract

Training a neural network is synonymous with learn-
ing the values of the weights. In contrast, we demon-
strate that randomly weighted neural networks contain sub-
networks which achieve impressive performance without
ever modifying the weight values. Hidden in a randomly
weighted Wide ResNet-50 [32] we find a subnetwork (with
random weights) that is smaller than, but matches the per-
formance of a ResNet-34 [9] trained on ImageNet [4]. Not
only do these “untrained subnetworks” exist, but we pro-
vide an algorithm to effectively find them. We empiri-
cally show that as randomly weighted neural networks with
fixed weights grow wider and deeper, an “untrained subnet-
work” approaches a network with learned weights in ac-
curacy. Our code and pretrained models are available at:
https://github.com/allenai/hidden-networks.

1. Introduction

What lies hidden in an overparameterized neural network
with random weights? If the distribution is properly scaled,
then it contains a subnetwork which performs well without
ever modifying the values of the weights (as illustrated by
Figure 1).

The number of subnetworks is combinatorial in the size
of the network, and modern neural networks contain mil-
lions or even billions of parameters [24]. We should expect
that even a randomly weighted neural network contains a
subnetwork that performs well on a given task. In this work,
we provide an algorithm to find these subnetworks.

Finding subnetworks contrasts with the prevailing
paradigm for neural network training – learning the values
of the weights by stochastic gradient descent. Tradition-
ally, the network structure is either fixed during training
(e.g. ResNet [9] or MobileNet [10]), or optimized in con-
junction with the weight values (e.g. Neural Architecture
Search (NAS)). We instead optimize to find a good subnet-
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Figure 1. If a neural network with random weights (center) is suffi-
ciently overparameterized, it will contain a subnetwork (right) that
perform as well as a trained neural network (left) with the same
number of parameters.

work within a fixed, randomly weighted network. We do
not ever tune the value of any weights in the network, not
even the batch norm [11] parameters or first or last layer.

In [5], Frankle and Carbin articulate The Lottery Ticket
Hypothesis: neural networks contain sparse subnetworks
that can be effectively trained from scratch when reset to
their initialization. We offer a complimentary conjecture:
within a sufficiently overparameterized neural network with
random weights (e.g. at initialization), there exists a subnet-
work that achieves competitive accuracy. Specifically, the
test accuracy of the subnetwork is able to match the accu-
racy of a trained network with the same number of parame-
ters.

This work is catalyzed by the recent advances of Zhou et
al. [33]. By sampling subnetworks in the forward pass, they
first demonstrate that subnetworks of randomly weighted
neural networks can achieve impressive accuracy. However,
we hypothesize that stochasticity may limit their perfor-
mance. As the number of parameters in the network grows,
they are likely to have a high variability in their sampled
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prune
Note: 
this is an existential result. Although 
our proof is algorithmic, we do not 
propose a new pruning algorithm
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Type of Overparam Matters a lot!!
• Comparison for pruning wider nets

• FC ReLU nets

• Nets with linear “diamond” structure

• Nets with ReLU “diamond” structure

(a) Two-Layer Fully Connected (b) Four-Layer Fully Connected

(c) LeNet5

Figure 4: Performance of pruning our structure shown in Figure 1c, with and without ReLU activation, using 5 (ai, bi) coefficient

pairs per weight. The number of parameters is a function of the sparsity of each network. Results are benchmarked on MNIST.

6 Discussion
In this paper we establish a tight version of the strong lottery ticket hypothesis: there always exist subnetworks
of randomly initialized over-parameterized networks that can come close to the accuracy of a target network;
further this can be achieved by random networks that are only a logarithmic factor wider than the original
network. Our results are enabled by a very interesting paper on the random subset sum problem from
Lueker [31], and the essential building block of our analysis is to show that a linear function f(x) =

Pd
i=1 wixi

on d parameters, can be approximated by selecting a subset of the coefficients of a random one that has
d log(dl/✏) parameters.

Our current work focuses on general fully connected networks. It would be interesting to extend the
results to convolutional neural networks. Other interesting structures that come up in neural networks are
sparsity and low-rank weight matrices. This leads to the question of whether we can leverage the additional
structure in the target network to improve our results. An interesting question from a computational point of
view is whether our analysis gives insights to improve the existing pruning algorithms [26]. As remarked
in Malach et al. [1], the strong LTH implies that pruning an over-parameterized network to obtain good
accuracy is NP-Hard in the worst case. It is an interesting future direction to find efficient algorithms for
pruning which provably work under mild assumptions on the data.
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Proof Outline of Theorem 1 To illustrate the connection between the SubsetSum problem and our
objective of approximating a the network by pruning, we start with a toy example where, we approximate a
single weight by pruning a linear network in Subsection 3.1.

In Subsection 3.2, we build up on the idea presented in Subsection 3.1 to show how to approximate a
single weight by pruning a ReLU network (see Lemma 1). Lemma 1 states that we can approximate a single
link with a O(log(1/✏)) wide network. Then in Subsection 3.3, we prove Lemma 2 which says that we can
approximate a neuron with d weights using O(d log(d/✏)) wide network. Moreover, reusing weights allows us
to approximate a whole layer of d neurons with a O(d log(d/✏)) wide network (see Lemma 3, Subsection 3.4).
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1 in Subsection 3.5 by showing that if we can approximate each
layer in the target network individually, we also get a good end-to-end approximation.

3.1 Single Link: Pruning a Linear Network
We now explain our approximation scheme for a single link weight by pruning a random two-layered linear

neural network. Let the scalar target function be f(x) = w · x, where |w|  0.5. To make the task simpler,
let us assume (just for this subsection) that the second layer is deterministic, and has weights that are all
equal to 1. Thus, the over-parameterized neural network g(·), that we will prune, has the following linear
architecture:

g(x) = 1T ax =
nP

i=1
aix,

where 1 is all-ones vector, a = [a1, . . . , an]T , and the weights ai are sampled from U [�1, 1]. Figure 1b shows
a visual representation of this network.

w

x wx

(a) Target weight

(b) Over-parameterized linear network
(c) Over-parameterized ReLU network

Figure 1: (a) Target network is a linear univariate wx. (b) A simplified construction, where we approximate the weight w by

pruning an over-parameterized two-layered linear network with deterministic second layer of all 1s. We only prune the second

layer by setting weights to 0. (c) Our construction from the proof of Lemma 1 that uses ReLU units. Our construction adds an

additional hidden layer of size 2n = O(log(1/✏)). WLOG, assume w � 0. As the hidden layer also has ReLU activation, we

make use of the identity wx = �(wx)� �(�wx) and approximate the two terms separately. We prune the network such that

the (i) top half of the network (ai, bi) approximates �(wx), (ii) and the bottom half (ci, di) approximates ��(�wx) . We only

prune the weights in the second layer (shown in red) for a technical reason which helps us reuse the weights in the first layer

subsequently in the proof of Theorem 1.

Then, the question is how large does n (the width of the random network) need to be so that we can
approximate wx by pruning weights in a. As |x|  1, we see that it is equivalent to following:

P
⇣
9S ✓ [n] :

��w �
P
i2S

ai

��  ✏

⌘
� 1 � �, (5)

where the probability is taken over the randomness in ai’s. Note that this condition is tightly related to a
random instance of the subset sum problem, i.e., minS✓{1,...,n}

��w �
P

i2S ai

�� . This problem was studied by
Lueker [31], who obtains the following result:
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Pruning via the Ramanujan et al. algorithm



Conclusions & Open Problems
• A DlogD random net contains ALL networks of size D!
• Vanilla LTs exist! So do Perfect LTs!
• The IMP’s problem is not existence, but algorithmic. 
• One can learn by pruning

Open Question:
• Can we fix IMP?
• Prune + train existential results?
• Can pruning be faster than training? (better for hardware?)
• Network architectures amenable to pruning
• Towards a “no-backprop” training framework
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